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WHO YOU LOOKIN’ AT? The answer on 
campus this summer was these goats. 
About 80 grown-ups and kids ate their 
way through invasive plants as part 
of the development of an eco-corridor 
along Little Westham Creek. UR’s use 
of goats caught the attention of more 
than 100 media outlets coast to coast, 
from the Miami Herald in Florida to the 
Bellingham Herald in Washington state.
Photograph by Jamie Betts
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LIKE, LIKE, AND LIKE Yes, we post photos 
at @urichmond, but we love the photos 
you post, too. Here’s a sample of recent 
ones from Spiders on campus and around 
the world. Help us spot your posts with 
the hashtags #SpiderSpotting and  
#SpiderPride.
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On a November morning 100 years ago in New York City, a YMCA volunteer 
named Moina left her desk briefly to visit novelty shops in the neighbor-
hood. She was looking for an artificial version of a particular flower, one 
mentioned in a poem she’d read a few hours earlier in Ladies’ Home 
Journal. She eventually spotted it at a department store on East 
Ninth Street between Broadway and Fourth Avenue. She bought 
a large one for the vase on her desk and two dozen more to give 
to the men passing through the YMCA. The last of them she 
pinned on the lapel of a young man on his way to France.
The flowers were red silk four-petaled poppies, and they 
quickly caught on as a symbol of remembrance for the sol-
diers who died on the battlefields of Europe in World War 
I. For the rest of her life, Moina Michael pinned one on 
herself every Nov. 11, Remembrance Day in Britain and 
Veterans Day in this country. Inspired by her example, 
millions of others have also done so ever since, an 
elegant gesture of acknowledgement and gratitude.
Questions about what and how we remember were 
on our minds as we worked on this issue of the magazine. 
As a result, two very consequential anniversaries for Rich-
mond feature in these pages. The first is the 125th anniversary 
of an incident at a baseball game that conferred a fittingly unique 
identity — the Spiders — on a university that has become unlike any other 
in the nation. We saw this anniversary coming years ago and have had it circled on our calendars.
The other anniversary came onto our radar much more recently. We have a project archivist in Boat-
wright Library to thank for letting us know about it. This semester marks 50 years since a young man 
named Barry Greene moved into Freeman Hall to begin his first semester at Richmond. What made 
this commonplace occurrence remarkable is that in doing so, he became the university’s first black 
residential student. He talks with President Crutcher about his college experience in the story that 
begins on Page 18.
The archivist who noted this anniversary, Irina Rogova, has spent several years helping students 
dig through the university’s records as part of the student-initiated Race and Racism Project. Its 
impetus was a recognition by some students of the absence of the experiences of people of color in the 
university’s history. They are working to remedy that by pulling out old yearbooks, Collegian issues, and 
such and looking for stories not widely known. One student presenting her research in the Brown-Alley 
Room in July explained that, as they read, they ask themselves, “What are we not seeing? What has been 
excluded?” Put another way, they are reading to reconstruct what our communal lapses in memory have 
lost and left out.
They do so with the hope of creating a richer understanding of and sense of belonging in this campus 
community. Theirs is sensitive work that makes blindnesses of the past uncomfortably apparent to us in the 
present. Even more uncomfortably, it urges us to recognize the inescapable conclusion we surely have blind-
nesses of our own awaiting the disbelief of future generations. Not seeing these ourselves, we’re incapable of 
addressing them, but we can certainly do something about the ones laying out before our eyes in plain sight.
Matthew Dewald, Editor
Notes on the care and feeding  
of memory
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Al Green said it best:  
Let’s stay together
We used to write letters to keep in touch. 
These days, we post links to share our 
thoughts and tap digital hearts to show our 
love. We follow each other on social media. 
I like you, and you like me, whatever kind of 
“like” that means for us.
So it is with the University of Richmond. 
With the creation of Spider Pride and a burst 
of social media activity over the past few 
years, the university has been working hard 
to stay in touch with you, share some joy and 
pride, and make it easy for you to keep up 
with what your fellow Spiders are doing. And 
Spiders are responding.
Since its launch in 2017, Spider Pride has 
become a must-visit destination. If there’s 
something for Spiders to brag about, you’ll 
find it there.
Rating Richmond
Spiders love knowing all about Richmond’s 
growing national profile. Here are Spider 
Pride’s most-read stories since its launch:
1. “Princeton Review names UR among best 
colleges in the country” (Aug. 1, 2017)
2. “Wall Street Journal ranks UR in top  
10 percent of colleges” (Oct. 2, 2017)
3. “UR earns highest ranking ever from U.S. 
News and World Report” (Sept. 12, 2017)
4. “UR named one of Kiplinger’s top 20  
best values for 2018” (Dec. 29, 2017)
5. “Richmond shines in Fiske Guide”  
(July 13, 2017)
Spot a trend? But it’s not all about the 
rankings. Spider Pride’s top five stories about 
topics other than rankings:
1. “Spiders exceed the national average for 
studying abroad” (July 24, 2017)
2. “Applications reach an all-time high” 
(March 5, 2018)
3. “President gives bold challenge to Class of 
2021” (Aug. 29, 2017)
4. “U.S. News highlights student’s innovative 
drive to become a Spider” (Nov. 10, 2017)
5. “Richmond’s record-setting quarterback 
stuns on the national stage”  
(Jan. 29, 2018)
@urichmond Instagram’s most-loved shots
With a campus like ours, it’s practically 
cheating.
Photograph by @zeadselbbep
Photograph by @maddog0986
Facebook’s G.O.A.T. 
In April, a herd of hungry goats rampaged 
through invasive species on the edge of cam-
pus. Soon after, a video of them rampaged 
through our Facebook data analytics. By the 
end of August, it had 17,882 views, 216 
shares, and more than 80 comments, many 
very funny. Here are some of our favorites:
(Followers data as of June 26)
STAY IN TOUCH 
AND SHARE  
YOUR PRIDE
For photos, videos, 
news, stories, and 
reasons to brag  
about UR, follow 
these social media 
accounts, hashtags, 
and sites:
• @urichmond
• #spiderpride
• #spiderspotting
• spiderpride. 
richmond.edu
Not getting Spider 
Pride’s e-newsletter? 
Sign up for it on  
Spider Pride, or send 
your email address to 
magazine 
@richmond.edu.
YOUR MAGAZINE, 
YOUR VOICE  
Let us know what 
you think about  
what you read in  
this issue. Email 
your thoughts  
to magazine 
@richmond.edu  
or send us a letter 
(our postal address 
is on Page 5). Please 
include your class 
year, city, state, 
and maiden name, 
if applicable. All 
letters to the editor 
may be edited for 
clarity or brevity and 
should not exceed 
200 words. We also 
welcome your story 
tips at magazine 
@richmond.edu.
~80,000 visitors (as of late June)
300+ stories
50+ emailed e-newsletters
26,023 followers
12%   since  summer 2017
11,634 followers
34%   since  summer 2017
21,407 followers
9%   since  summer 2017
SPIDER          PRIDE
1
2
3
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Though the students I’ve mentored over the 
course of my career number in the hundreds, 
I remember all of their faces. Their candid 
observations, heartfelt disclosures, and 
passionate indignations — these I recall with 
even greater clarity.
I have mentored students for more than 
20 years, inspired by a desire to repay those 
who guided my path. My wife, Dr. Betty Neal 
Crutcher, and I launched our first formal 
program together in 1999 while I was on the 
faculty at Miami University. We partnered 
with the offices of admission and student af-
fairs to identify students and began meeting 
with them regularly. I met with a cohort of 
male students and Betty with a similar one 
of women. Her background in cross-cultural 
mentoring got her off to a confident start; in 
the beginning, I was just trying to keep up.
The rules of our groups have always been 
straightforward: attend each meeting, do 
the homework, respect others, participate 
actively, and maintain confidentiality as a 
reflection of trust. In other words, what hap-
pens in mentoring, stays in mentoring.
This simple playbook has worked well for 
us over place and time. From others, there 
are always questions: Is my group composed 
of minority students only? Why do we sep-
arate into clusters of men and women? Do 
I think students will really tell me how they 
feel and how they are doing academically?
I have repeated the answers often: Each 
mentoring group includes students from 
many backgrounds who bring diverse knowl-
edge and understanding to our conversations. 
We separate by gender because students tell 
us that they prefer it, and we meet together 
as one large unit regularly. I liken it to the 
university’s coordinate college system, which 
has evolved to ensure that gender is not a 
barrier to association. 
And students will always tell me how they 
feel, even about difficult subjects. This past 
year, one student I was mentoring shared a 
paper he wrote called “Reducing Feelings of 
Marginalization for Black Students.” In it, 
he openly cited ways he believed Richmond 
was failing its black students. He offered a 
number of ideas, from creating a mandatory 
course to considering a chief diversity officer 
and providing cultural competency training 
for faculty. I admired not only his candor, 
but his proposed solutions — the productive 
antidote to contrarians everywhere.
With his and the other students’ permis-
sion, I shared his paper and sentiments from 
our group’s many conversations on race and 
class with members of the new President’s 
Advisory Committee on Making Excellence 
Inclusive. Similarly candid conversations 
— about consent, privilege, resilience, and 
school/life balance, among other topics — 
have encouraged change, informed policies, 
and underpinned the university’s actions 
during my tenure as president. Simply put, 
my interactions with those I mentor help me 
better understand our students’ needs.
The young have long done this for the gen-
erations before them. Cultural anthropologist 
Margaret Mead put it well when she wrote, 
“The young, free to act on their initiative, 
can lead their elders in the direction of the 
unknown. (They) must ask the questions that 
we would never think to ask, but enough 
trust must be re-established so that the 
elders will be permitted to work with them on 
the answers.” Put another way, we help them 
become who they are, and they likewise do 
the same for us and this institution we share.
I have spent the better part of my life 
working with students on the answers that 
matter to us all. I hope that, through our 
exchanges, they develop a set of resources to 
help them be resilient throughout their lives. 
To excel as students, and to be comfortable 
engaging civilly and respectfully in difficult 
conversations about class, race, gender, and 
other complicated social issues. To know how 
and why to disagree agreeably and to defend 
a position with facts, reason, and equanim-
ity. To understand what it means to work 
effectively to advance knowledge, solve com-
plicated problems, and enjoy one another as 
travelers together in this world.
One of the most important reasons I mentor is that it helps me better  
understand our students’ perspectives and needs.
An unfiltered view
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A MILESTONE
The Crutchers began 
mentoring their fourth 
cohort of students at the 
start of the semester. The 
students in their first UR 
mentoring groups are 
now entering their senior 
year and will graduate 
this spring. 
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G O  C O L T S ? 
Before we were the 
Spiders, we had an-
other nickname: the 
Colts. When Spiders 
replaced that name 
at the end of the 19th 
century, a local minor 
league baseball team 
picked it up. Those 
Richmond Colts 
lasted into the 1950s 
and won seven league 
championships. 
In 1894 (or maybe ’93), a heckling fan 
in search of a metaphor supposedly 
yelled something about spiders at 
some Richmond College baseball play-
ers. Reporters repeated the nickname, 
and it stuck.
We don’t know exactly what 
happened, but we’re grateful that 
something did because it laid the 
groundwork for our unique identity as 
Richmond Spiders. It’s a fi tting choice 
for a university like no other. 
Now, 125 years later, Richmond 
Spiders now number in the 
tens of thousands, and they 
can be found all around the 
world, making a diff erence.
Throughout the 2018–19 academic 
year, the university will celebrate this 
anniversary and Spiders 
everywhere. The 
kickoff  will come at Homecoming 
Nov. 2–4. Other highlights will be 
timed with National Spider Day 
(March 14) and Reunion Weekend 
(May 31–June 2), but the celebration 
will be ongoing throughout the year 
with stories in the magazine, in Spider 
Pride, and on social media, about 
what it means to be a Spider.
So let’s turn back to a Spider story, 
the one with the heckling fan. We 
don’t know whether that’s actually 
how it happened. Over the years, a 
generally consistent origin story has 
emerged: It happened in the 1890s at 
a baseball game when someone used 
the term to describe one or more of 
the players. The details, however, have 
often confl icted. 
One of the most interesting discrep-
ancies concerns whether the person 
who said it was even heckling. The 
editors of the 1897 yearbook call it 
an “epithet” directed at the lanky 
players. 
In a 1942 account, then-student 
Fletcher Stiers, R’48, speculated 
the opposite, that it was a com-
pliment likening them to the 
Cleveland Spiders, a success-
ful Major League Baseball 
team of the era. A 1985 article 
in this magazine said it could 
have been used because the 
players “behaved like spiders 
— they caught every fl y.”
Regardless, it stuck and is 
now a point of pride as a 
fi ttingly singular identity 
for a university that 
is unique in higher 
education. 
 years & counting
ANNIVERSARY
A N  E A R L Y  S P I D E R  C A T C H E S  A  F L Y  
An illustration from the 1916 yearbook by the 
publication’s art director, senior Charles C. Johnson Jr.
Tuning up
Strong cooperation by the Richmond Sym-
phony, the University of Richmond, Virginia 
Commonwealth University, WCVE, Richmond’s 
mayor, and other partners helped the city of 
Richmond land the 2020 Menuhin Competi-
ton, the world’s leading competition for young 
violinists. It’s often called “the Olympics of 
the Violin.”
“I’m delighted that the University of 
Richmond is part of this because the compe-
tition embodies much of what is important to 
our university,” said cellist and UR president 
Ronald A. Crutcher, who traveled in April to 
Geneva, with his wife, Betty Neal Crutcher, 
and others for the announcement of the 
host city. “The competition provides these 
young people with opportunity to compete, 
succeed, and see the world.”
It will take place May 14–24, 2020, with 
some events happening on campus.
MUSIC
ACCOLADES
Financial aid ‘Top-5’
The University of Richmond continues to 
earn high praise from guides for prospective 
college students.
Richmond moved up eight spots in the lat-
est Wall Street Journal/Times Higher Education 
College Rankings, moving up to No. 53 out of 
nearly 1,000 colleges across the nation. U.S. 
News & World Report’s Best Colleges 2019 
guide ranked the University of Richmond No. 
25 overall and No. 22 for “Best Value” among 
national liberal arts colleges.
College News recognized UR’s leadership in 
college access and affordability. The publica-
tion listed Richmond among its “Five colleges 
with great fi nancial aid packages.” Four Ivy 
League schools — Yale, Harvard, Princeton, 
and Columbia — rounded out the list.
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When media cover news and events, they 
come to Richmond for perspective and  
expertise. Here’s a sample of recent stories 
that put the university in the news:
Mathematics professor DELLA DUMBAUGH 
explained how new knowledge develops in 
her field to the news site How Stuff Works. 
“Before long, you start to recognize patterns, 
and, in time, you start to propose theory to 
support your observations,” she said. “That’s 
the essence of being a mathematician.”  
Leadership studies 
professor KRISTIN 
BEZIO described the 
popular culture of William Shakespeare’s era 
for a Slate podcast about Richard II. “Our 
biggest forms of pop culture are television 
and film, and public theaters were a lot more 
like that,” she said. “Everyone knew about it 
even if they didn’t necessarily go, but pretty 
much everyone went.”  
In CMSWire’s story 
“The High Toll of 
Toxic Workplace Dynamics,” management 
professor KEVIN CRUZ, an expert on work-
place dynamics, noted that “companies lose 
millions of dollars per year because of lost 
productivity, absenteeism, and turnover, 
resulting from incivility.”  
For Inside Higher Ed, 
sociology professor 
BEDELIA RICHARDS pro-
posed five questions 
institutions can use to answer the question 
“Is Your University Racist?” “Colleges and 
universities that are serious about being 
equitable and inclusive must pay attention 
to where power is concentrated within their 
institutions,” she wrote.  
For a story called “Trump Orders a Lifeline 
for Struggling Coal and Nuclear Plants,”The 
New York Times asked energy law expert 
and law professor JOEL EISEN for perspective 
on a presidential proposal to use federal 
authority to prevent unprofitable coal and 
nuclear power plants from closing. “The idea 
of superseding the market for a full two years 
and directing that purchases be made from 
specific plants is well beyond any existing 
use of these statutory powers,” he said.
For the latest stories, go to news.richmond.
edu/placements.
IN THE NEWS
‘You belong here’
Tucked in all of the good news about 
this year’s incoming class — record 
applications, academic credentials 
even higher than last year, continued 
strong geographic and demographic 
diversity — was this modest data point 
about the Class of 2022: Fifteen per-
cent are first-generation students.
Twenty-five years ago, you could 
count the percentage of first-gen 
students at Richmond on your fingers, 
some years on one hand. The change 
is a sign of the continued success of 
deliberate programs and policies, 
among them a need-blind admissions 
process, a commitment to meet the 
full need of admitted students, and 
Richmond’s Promise to Virginia, 
which provides full aid to admit-
ted Virginia students whose family 
income is less than $60,000.
But admission is only one hurdle, 
says Lisa Miles, who heads up the Spi-
der Firsts program, which is beginning 
its fifth year serving first-gen students.
“You often hear about the first-gener-
ation student [needing help] adjusting 
to college and navigating through cam-
pus, but I was surprised by the issues 
[they face] all the way through,” she told 
the publication Education Dive, which 
in July highlighted Richmond’s efforts 
to support first-gen students.
A key component of Spider Firsts is 
the way it connects first-gen students 
to each other, networking that helps 
lessen isolation and feelings of being 
out of place on campus. 
Miles also regularly invites faculty 
and staff who had the same experience 
to Spider Firsts events. Among the 
regular attendees are the dean of the 
School of Arts and Sciences and the 
university’s president, whose presence 
and personal stories signal that the 
university is committed at the highest 
levels to responding to the needs of 
first-generation students.
In her interview with Education 
Dive, Miles shared the direct message 
she has for first-gen students: “It’s 
really hard to get in here,” she said, “so 
if you’re here, you definitely belong 
here.”
HONORS
C L A S S  O F  2 0 2 2 
As of August 1, the 
first-year class includ-
ed 832 first-year 
students, a number 
that will be finalized 
Oct. 1. President 
Crutcher shared the 
following highlights of 
the incoming class at 
the annual colloquy:
• The highest-ever 
average SAT score, 
1364.
• An average SAT 
score exceeding 1300 
for the seventh year  
in a row.
• 28% are U.S.  
students of color.
• 16% are Pell Grant 
recipients.
• 9% are international 
citizens.
T H E Y  D I D  I T 
The first cohort of Spider Firsts students — 115 strong — graduated in May. At one student’s  
suggestion, the university recognized them with a new honor cord at commencement. 
QUOTATION
“No books were harmed in  
 this project.”
ROGER SKALBECK,  dean for library and information services, on summer renova-
tions that added group study rooms and other amenties to Muse Law Library
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Partisan news outlets get predictably 
grumpy when the nation’s elections 
don’t go their side’s way. New research 
by a Jepson School of Leadership 
Studies professor suggests that they 
might instead look at political misfor-
tune as a business opportunity. 
Political scientist Allison Archer 
combed through the circulation 
figures of hundreds of local, daily 
partisan American newspapers from 
1932 to 2004, indexed these against 
the electoral fortunes of their political 
bedfellows, and looked for patterns. 
She didn’t know what to expect. 
“What’s interesting is both the 
literature and basic intuition support a 
variety of [answers] to my research ques-
tion,” Archer said. Enthusiasm from 
wins could cause people to consume 
more news, but it’s also possible that 
the anxiety of a loss could do the same. 
Or there might be no effect; people are 
either political junkies or not.
The data answered the question 
resoundingly. Not only did partisan 
newspapers do better when their 
presidential candidates lost, but their 
circulation changes correlated with the 
size of electoral losses. For example, 
Republican-aligned newspapers expe-
rienced their three biggest boosts with 
the elections of 1932, 1940, and 1964, 
all of which their candidates lost by 10 
or more points. Likewise, two of the 
biggest boosts for Democratic-aligned 
newspapers coincided with Ronald 
Reagan’s landslides in 1980 and 1984.
“Taking a step back, this finding 
suggests citizens whose party is out of 
power become more interested in mon-
itoring politics than those whose party 
is in power,” she said. “In many ways, 
that’s a good thing because it means 
people aren’t giving up on politics when 
their party loses an election. Instead, 
they are taking steps to ensure their 
interests are still being represented.”
She also suggests that the same 
dynamic might be at play for partisan 
cable news. Fox News soared during 
Barack Obama’s presidency; MSNBC 
is thriving under Donald Trump.  
Discontent, it seems, has its value.
N O T H I N G  N E W
In 1798, in the wake 
of the U.S.’s first 
contested presiden-
tial election, the 
victorious Federalists 
passed laws making 
it a crime to “print, 
utter, or publish ... 
any false, scandal-
ous, and malicious 
writing” about 
the government. 
According to the 
National Archives, 
all of the journalists 
prosecuted worked 
for partisan papers 
supporting the losing 
party. Criticism of 
the laws contributed 
to the Federalists’ 
defeat in 1800 and the 
repeal or expiration 
of the laws. 
Misery loves media
MEDIA
A primer
This scholarship. That fellowship. The steady 
stream of news about students receiving 
various national awards can make it hard to 
keep them straight. Here’s a guide to some 
of the honors.
FULBRIGHT AWARDS
The Fulbright program, the largest U.S. inter-
national exchange program, offers a variety 
of opportunities to students, scholars, and 
professionals. Awarded by the Department of 
State, it funds students for a year of research, 
academic study, or teaching English abroad.
Eight recent UR graduates received 
Fulbright grants this year, the most in our 
history. UR has had 56 student Fulbright 
grant recipients total.
GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP
Goldwater is the premier scholarship recog-
nizing undergraduate research in mathemat-
ics, science, and engineering.
Last year, three UR students received 
Goldwater honors, including one scholar. UR 
has had 25 Goldwater Scholars and eight 
honorable mentions since 1990.
GILMAN INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIP
Awarded by the Department of State, Gil-
mans enable “students of limited financial 
means to study or intern abroad, thereby 
gaining skills critical to our national security 
and economic competitiveness.” 
UR has had 24 Gilman Scholars since 
2001, including a record six last year.
TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP
Awarded by a foundation, Trumans recognize 
college juniors with excellent potential for 
leadership and a commitment to careers in 
government, education, nonprofits or advoca-
cy, or elsewhere in public service.
Since 1980, eight UR students have been 
Truman Scholars, the most recent in 2013. 
A UR student was named a national finalist 
in 2017. 
GAITHER JUNIOR FELLOWSHIP
Awarded by the Carnegie Endowment for 
International Peace, Gaither Junior Fellows are 
promising new graduates who work as research 
assistants to Carnegie’s senior scholars. Only 
12 to 14 fellows are named annually.
The university had its first-ever Gaither 
Junior finalist in 2017-18. 
SCHOLARS & FELLOWS INQUIRY
CHALLENGE YOURSELF UR continues its commitment to 
engaging diverse perspectives with the 2018–19 edition 
of the Sharp Viewpoint Speakers Series. 
This semester’s speakers are Jonathan Haidt, author 
of The Coddling of the American Mind, and Beverly Daniel 
Tatum, author of Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting 
Together in the Cafeteria? More information is available 
at richmond.edu/sharp.
A  P A R T I S A N  R O L L E R C O A S T E R  R I D E
The ups and downs of political candidates affect the circulations of the newspapers that support them.
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CYBERSECURITY TIPS
Ask questions.
“If you suspect that some-
thing looks suspicious, 
ask. If it doesn’t feel right, 
go with your instincts.”
It’s a shared 
responsibility.
“That’s what’s on my 
email signature. … 
It really takes everyone 
to make the environment 
safe and secure.”
It’s important 
at home, too.
“It’s not like cyber- 
criminals work 8 to 5 — 
so when you go home, 
they knock off for the 
day. They’re attacking 
you there, too.”
 
What keeps you up  
at night?
What keeps me 
up at night would 
probably be a data 
breach — waking 
up the next morning 
and X number of 
student records, 
employee records, or 
other sensitive data 
have been exploited. 
Now you have to do 
reporting to all the 
constituents, and 
there’s the press and 
the reputational hit 
that the university 
would take.
At the end of that, 
if it was something 
that could have been 
avoided — because 
so many of these 
mega-breaches that 
occur, it’s usually 
something that was 
totally preventable 
— it’s that kind 
of thing that just 
haunts you.
Will things get better 
as we develop better 
tools?
Look for more 
cybersecurity threats 
coming in the fu-
ture, unfortunately. 
In this digital age, 
the cyberattacks 
are only going to 
increase. They’re not 
going to go away. 
They’re not going to 
give up. They’re not 
going to die off. It’s 
a profitable industry, 
so if anything, the 
attackers are only 
going to increase 
their attacks and im-
prove their tactics. 
Again, we all have to 
do our part.
What has been 
your experience as 
a woman of color 
working in information 
technology?
You know, it’s inter-
esting. I’m working 
on my doctorate, 
and for a class proj-
ect. I did a presen-
tation about women 
and minorities in IT 
in general, how there 
are so few.
IT tends to be a 
field that is dominat-
ed by men — partic-
ularly white males 
— and for whatever 
reason, people who 
are interested in the 
field, whether they’re 
women or minorities, 
it tends to be more 
difficult for them to 
break into the field. 
Some of it goes 
back to, “You need 
X number of years 
of experience,” but 
how do you get that 
experience if no one 
ever gives you an 
opportunity? 
When did you become 
interested in informa-
tion technology?
I started in IT proba-
bly in middle school 
on a good old Apple 
— well, actually, a 
Commodore 64. I 
would do summer 
camps and after-
school programs, 
back when software 
programming was in 
BASIC [code].
Then I was in 
the military, and I 
worked in electron-
ics. When I got out 
of the military, I got 
back into computers 
and tinkered around 
— I got my first Tan-
dy. That was a pretty 
high-speed computer 
at the time. 
How did you make 
the transition into 
cybersecurity?
I got into cyber-
security when I 
was working for 
the Department of 
Defense. It wasn’t 
something I was 
looking for. Literally, 
it was a case where 
there was a class — 
the Department of 
Defense was rolling 
out cybersecurity 
during that period — 
and I was out of the 
office that day, so I 
got stuck with it. I 
came back, and they 
said, “Shana, you’re 
going to take this 
[cybersecurity] boot 
camp and get this 
certification.”
At first, I was 
resistant, just 
because of how it 
came about. But 
after I took the class 
and started looking 
into it, I was already 
doing some of the 
things it was teach-
ing, like password 
security, securing 
your systems, load-
ing antivirus soft-
ware. It just wasn’t 
a discipline at that 
point. After I passed 
my first certification, 
I thought, “OK, I 
can do this. I kind of 
like it.”
What do you enjoy the 
most about working 
at UR?
The food is good. 
You really don’t have 
to leave campus 
to find something 
decent to eat. That’s 
probably not good 
for the waistline. 
But on a serious 
note, from what I’ve 
seen, everyone here 
is willing to help. 
They all want to do 
what’s best for the 
University.
D ATA  D E F E N D E R  U.S. Navy veteran  
Shana Bumpas used to protect the country. 
Now she protects UR’s campus as its director 
of cybersecurity. The South Carolina native 
says everyone — including, yes, you — should 
be vigilant to keep electronic information safe 
and secure.
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At a boarding school in Connecticut, just after 
the 9/11 attacks, Maj. Max Sirkin, ’08, made 
himself a promise: He would serve his coun-
try. He had no idea how he would fulfi ll it.
A few years later and two years into the 
ROTC program at UR, he had the beginning 
of the answer when Justin Disher, ’05, of the 
Spider Battalion pulled him aside. 
“The Army has enough people to pull 
triggers,” his battalion-mate said. “If you are 
serious about this, pursue science and use 
that to serve the Army.”
He did. Today Sirkin is a military doctor at 
Fort Bragg, saving lives one by one on oper-
ating tables. But his vision has always been 
bigger. Off duty, he sits at his kitchen table 
sketching ideas for inventions that could 
save thousands of lives. One of them already 
is: the SHRAIL.
“Basically, it is a 15-pound aluminum 
attachment that, when attached, turns [a] 
litter [military jargon for a stretcher] into an 
operating table,” Sirkin said. “It’s designed 
to be put together in low light by two people 
who have never touched it before.”
The SHRAIL — or the Sirkin-Hiles Rail 
System, named for himself and co-inventor 
Col. Jason Hiles — can dramatically shorten 
the time it takes to receive life-saving care. 
When a soldier is injured in the fi eld, it can 
typically take hours or even days to reach the 
closest hospital when transporting someone 
via litter, Sirkin said. A second option, if 
available, is a portable operating table, which 
allows fi eld surgeons to operate in remote 
locations. However, these are antiquated and 
heavy, Sirkin said, making them diffi cult to 
transport in combat zones.
“When you’re moving around from point 
A to point B, you can’t bring something that 
big and that weighs so much,” he said. “It 
takes up space; it costs a lot of money. If 
you’re in the middle of nowhere, you need to 
be able to do anything.”
Sirkin’s SHRAIL converts any standard 
NATO litter or stretcher into a highly function-
al operating table or intensive care unit bed 
by providing the means to add the side rails 
commonly found in operating rooms. Surgical 
tools then can be easily attached to the litter, 
making more advanced, life-saving procedures 
possible in combat zones and during transport 
— greatly modernizing the Army’s current 
process. “Far-forward surgery” is the Army’s 
term for it.
Sirkin and Hiles’ idea went from the kitch-
en table to an Army team of engineers, pat-
ent offi cers, and attorneys at Fort Detrick in 
Maryland. They built and tested prototypes, 
fi led patents, and reviewed agreements. 
Through their work, the SHRAIL concept was 
refi ned and only got better.
“When the Army saw I had something of 
value, it jumped in and gave me the best 
team I have ever worked with,” Sirkin said. 
After successful testing, the Army signed an 
agreement with Atlanta-based Morzine Medical 
to begin manufacturing the SHRAIL. It already 
has been deployed overseas and, Sirkin said, 
has demonstrated its utility and saved lives.
Defl ecting credit, Sirkin frequently stress-
es his collaboration with Hiles, the SHRAIL’s 
co-inventor.
“I always tell people he’s like my Obi-Wan 
Kenobi,” Sirkin said. “He’s one of the best 
surgical mentors. I am lucky to have a col-
league, boss, and mentor like him.”
Sirkin said several more of his ideas for in-
ventions are moving forward, though he can’t 
disclose information about them yet. They 
are all part of keeping that promise he made 
to himself as a boy in boarding school.
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TRIO OF FIRSTS
As the fi rst in his family 
to go to college, the fi rst 
to serve in the Army, 
and the fi rst to become 
a doctor, Sirkin credits 
much of his life’s path to 
Richmond faculty men-
tors, particularly biology 
professors Laura Runyen-
Janecky, Wade Downey, 
and John Vaughan.
“Those people, they 
taught me how to think 
analytically, to work 
hard,” he says. “I would 
not be here today without 
them.”
MAGAZINE .RI CHMON D.EDU12
The U.S. Army is betting that an innovative system co-invented by 
Maj. Max Sirkin, ’08, will help save more injured soldiers’ lives. It turns 
an ordinary military stretcher into a functioning operating table.  
Warrior care
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Location, location, 
location 
Progenitor cells, it turns out, have the same 
decision to make as a recent Richmond grad 
arriving in a new city: Where to live? 
Biology professor Isaac Skromne and two 
undergraduate researchers are using the 
transparent embryos of zebrafi sh to explore 
how developing cells answer the question. 
Their work aims to produce the fi rst compre-
hensive roadmap of the signaling networks 
coordinating how a cell decides to become 
either part of the spinal cord or the lower 
part of the brainstem.
“We are studying how cells decide and 
inform their neighbors where in the nervous 
system they are going to establish resi-
dence,” Skromne said. 
The answers they fi nd could have impli-
cations in diagnosing and treating congen-
ital neurological diseases, or spinal cord 
injury or degeneration. The research is being 
supported by a $400,000 National Science 
Foundation grant. 
Tariffs, schmeriffs?
The Robins School of Business’s quarterly 
CEO Economic Outlook survey — conducted 
jointly with the Virginia Council of CEOs — 
had a new question in its second quarter sur-
vey: What about the tariffs recently imposed?
Only three percent of responding CEOs ex-
pected a large positive or somewhat positive 
impact. Forty-one percent expected no im-
pact. Slightly less than 50 percent expected 
a somewhat negative impact, and about six 
percent foresaw a large negative impact. 
CEOs were more upbeat about sales, with 
nearly three in four expecting increases over 
the next six months, up four points from 
fi rst-quarter results. Expectations for capital 
spending dipped slightly, and employment 
forecasts remained virtually unchanged.
“The survey shows that CEOs are gener-
ally positive on the economy,” said Randy 
Raggio, associate dean at the Robins School 
and administrator of the survey. “The recent 
declines we have seen in the index refl ect a 
shift from high growth to more stable growth. 
However, there is reason for concern related 
to tariffs.”
DATA ANALYSIS
Project hush puppy
Every summer, biology professor 
Shannon Jones gives a group of 
incoming students a head start in the 
sciences. In return this year, some of 
them gave her a puppy. 
The University of Richmond Inte-
grated Science Experience puts 24 
incoming students in labs in Gottwald 
Science Center weeks before begin-
ning their fi rst class. URISE partici-
pants develop a sense of community, 
establish mentoring relationships with 
faculty, and receive stipends to ensure 
the experience is accessible.
Ask Jones why the program does 
any of these things, and she’ll give you 
the same answer for all of them: to 
remove barriers.
URISE places particular emphasis 
on recruiting students from low-in-
come backgrounds, students of diverse 
racial and ethnic backgrounds, and 
fi rst-generation college students — all 
groups that are underrepresented in 
science and mathematics.
“Being inclusive is intentional. You 
can’t just go into a class and expect 
everyone to feel safe and welcome,” 
Jones said. “You have to put forth 
eff ort to make them feel that way.”
Her URISE and other students from 
last year got a chance to show Jones 
just how much she means to them 
when they saw their animal-loving 
professor grieve the loss of her dog 
Myles. Outwardly, the students off ered 
condolences. Among themselves, they 
quietly collected money to get Jones a 
new puppy. Their secret project even 
had a code name: Project Hush Puppy.
“I was shocked that they wanted to 
do something,” Jones said. “Not only 
have they found community among 
themselves, but I’m a part of it.”
And so for the summer, a galumph-
ing charmer called Louie trailed Jones 
around the biology wing of the Gott-
wald Center for the Sciences.
“Louie is the embodiment of the 
kind of support we have here,” she 
said. “I can’t really even put into words 
how special it is.”
SCIENCE
S U P P O R T
After its initial grant 
ran out last year, 
URISE continued 
going with support 
from Ellen Walsh 
Peck, W’91, and her 
husband, Bob. It’s 
an example of the 
important role so 
many alumni play 
in the lives of today’s 
students.
In August, URISE 
received the 2018 
Inspiring Programs 
in STEM Award 
from INSIGHT Into 
Diversity magazine, 
the largest and oldest 
diversity and inclu-
sion publication in 
higher education.
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He gets to stay — in Gottwald, courtesy of some students who care for their professor
QUOTATION
“Runners aren’t born, and neither 
 are leaders. They’re made.”
SANDRA PEART, a runner and the dean of the Jepson School of Leadership 
Studies, quoted in an article in the Memphis Commercial Appeal about a national 
nonprofi t called Girls on the Run. The organization promotes health, leadership 
development, and self-esteem among girls.
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Mike Kitimet, ’19, beat the odds when 
he enrolled at Richmond. Now he’s 
working to change them.
Kitimet came to UR from Kiserian, 
Kenya, a town about 10 miles west 
of Nairobi National Park. Although 
tourists stream in and out of the 
region, Kiserian’s educational system 
struggles with inadequate resources, 
including lack of a suitable library.
Inspired by his time studying in 
Boatwright Memorial Library, Kitimet 
raised funds to build a library that is 
the fi rst of its kind in Kiserian. The 
original plan called for it to be housed 
in a school, but once word of his proj-
ect began spreading, plans changed. 
“People from all walks of life were 
calling and emailing me to express 
their interest in donating books for 
the project,” he said. “Following the 
immense goodwill from donors, I 
and the school saw fi t to build a new 
structure from scratch in order to 
accommodate more books and more 
students,” he said.  
Construction fi nished in midsum-
mer. In late August, once the walls 
were painted and the books shelved, 
a library once designed to hold 30 stu-
dents opened with space for 90. 
“The students are currently out 
on school break and are excited 
about using the facility once school 
resumes,” he said via email from 
Kiserian. Teachers “expressed their 
optimism that the structure will 
[improve] literacy skills in the area by 
a big margin.”  
The eff ort is supported by a $10,000 
grant from the nonprofi t Projects for 
Peace, which funds grassroots eff orts 
by undergraduates to address the root 
causes of confl ict. 
“I was able to maneuver the system, 
but many of the kids back home don’t 
have those same opportunities,” he told 
a reporter for the Richmond Times-Dis-
patch. “Hopefully, this facility will help 
their academic empowerment.”
AMBITION
A hometown gift
Excellence in faculty 
Spider Talks, President Crutcher’s inter-
view series with faculty, continues this fall. 
This semester’s videos include Russia and 
international studies expert Yvonne Howell 
on how language can amplify our world and 
anthropologist Jennifer Nourse discussing 
her research in Indonesia. 
The videos are posted monthly during 
the fall and spring semesters at president.
richmond.edu/spidertalks and promoted via 
Spider Pride newsletters. Previous interviews 
in the series are also available on the site.
… and in facilities
The newly constructed Queally Center for 
Admission and Career Services received a 
silver award in the education category of the 
2018 Brick in Architecture Awards, which 
recognize “the country’s most visionary proj-
ects incorporating fi red-clay brick.”
The 56,000-square-foot Queally Center 
was built to LEED silver or gold standards; 
a fi nal rating is pending. Major gifts from 
nearly 50 donors supported its construction, 
including a signifi cant lead gift by 1986 
graduates Paul and Anne-Marie Queally.
In August, the university announced that 
the 2016 renovation of Richmond Hall 
achieved LEED gold certifi cation.
… and in your hands.
For the fourth time in four years, University 
of Richmond Magazine received a national 
award from the Council for Advancement 
and Support of Education (CASE), a leading 
higher education organization.
The magazine was one of four honored for 
general excellence among university maga-
zines with circulations between 30,000 and 
74,999, the mid-range category. The other 
honorees were Harvard, Smith, and Oberlin.
CASE judges used “excellent storytelling,” 
“smart editing,” “great photography,” and 
“beautifully illustrated” to describe the pub-
lication, calling it a “bold magazine.”
AROUND CAMPUS
B O O K  S M A R T
A Richmond student is using a Projects for Peace grant to open a library in his hometown. 
LAW
EASY THERE, CONSERVATIVES Law professor Kevin Walsh 
off ered some cautionary advice in a New York Times op-ed 
to his fellow conservatives who were happy when a seat on 
the Supreme Court opened up: Don’t get your hopes up.
The court conforms to the broader culture, he and 
co-author Marc O. DeGirolami wrote. Its “cultural acquies-
cence defi nes most of the major cases for which the court 
has been glorifi ed by progressives and castigated by conser-
vatives. ... No bright, shiny, new justice can change it alone.”
O P E N  D O O R S
UR ranked No. 7 in 
the Institute of Inter-
national Education’s 
Open Doors Survey of 
top 40 baccalaureate 
colleges hosting inter-
national students in 
2016-17. Kitimet is 
one of 390 inter-
national students 
from 76 countries 
enrolled during the 
current fall semester, 
according to the offi  ce 
of international 
education. 
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THE JOURNEY
Wednesday, July 25
 1  We arrived in 
Stuttgart, Germany, 
to meet students 
from places all over 
the globe — Egypt, 
South Korea, Germa-
ny, Yemen, Ecuador, 
Pakistan, and the 
United States. We 
came together to 
study and discuss 
German nonprofi t 
organizations, the 
German school 
system, immigration, 
and principles of 
integration.
After exchanging 
stories of how we got 
to Stuttgart, we were 
off to the nearby 
charming town of 
 2  Esslingen for an 
evening of amazing 
sights. Hiking up 
cobblestone streets, 
we had views of the 
old town and vine-
yards for miles. 
Thursday, July 26
 3  After breakfast, 
we hopped on the 
train to Ludwigsburg 
University of Educa-
tion in Favoritepark, 
Germany, where we 
met Pierre Tulowitz-
ki, a junior professor 
and program director.
Professor Tulow-
itzki led our group 
to Gottlieb Daim-
ler, a Realschule 
in Ludwigsburg. 
Eighty percent of 
the students in this 
secondary school are 
fi rst- or second-gen-
eration immigrants. 
The principal ex-
plained that German 
education is “holis-
tic.” The policy is to 
immerse migrants 
into German culture 
and teach them 
no differently than 
domestic German 
students. 
“Integration and 
inclusion is always 
a two-way street,” 
Tulowitzki told us. 
Friday, July 27 
We started the day 
discussing an article 
called “Caring Lead-
ership in Schools” 
and the massive 
human displacement 
affecting Germany 
and students like 
the ones we saw 
yesterday. The 
takeaway: Everyone 
can express caring 
leadership. 
Then it was excur-
sion time. We joined 
up with 16 students 
from INEMA — the 
International Edu-
cation Management 
Master’s Program, 
a partnership of 
Ludwigsburg and 
Helwan University, 
which is south of 
Cairo.
In small groups, 
we explored nongov-
ernmental and non-
profi t organizations 
in the Ludwigsburg 
area. My group, con-
sisting of students 
from the United 
States, Egypt, and 
Germany, took on 
the adventure of 
fi nding Landesjugen-
dring Baden-Würt-
temberg, the 
Federation of Youth 
Counseling. This 
organization bridges 
the gap between 
youth and politics 
by giving children 
opportunities to work 
with the government 
and express ideas 
with politicians.
Saturday, July 28
In the morning, we 
headed off to the 
Ludwigsburg Palace 
of the Ludwig royal 
family. The colors 
and textures of 
fl owers fi lled the 
air and led us down 
courtyard paths to 
a stunning yellow 
palace.
Back at Lud-
wigsburg University 
after lunch, we were 
excited to meet 
Nina Bremm, a 
German expert on 
refugees. There is a 
difference between 
refugees and asylum 
seekers, she told us, 
but they have one 
thing in common: a 
desperate search for 
safety. 
Because this 
was our last day of 
classes at Ludwigs-
burg, we thanked 
Tulowitzki for his 
hospitality and the 
planning that made 
this trip possible for 
us. He expressed 
our common hope to 
meet again soon.
Sunday, July 29
A day for refl ecting 
on the relationships 
that we have made 
in Germany among 
our fellow students 
who have traveled. 
It was now time to 
begin digesting all 
of the material that 
we have learned and 
discussed over the 
past several days. 
As I told my 
classmates during 
our last class, I have 
traveled around the 
globe, but I have 
never dived so deep-
ly into one country. 
It’s important to see 
and hear the cul-
tures that surround 
us because together 
we create something 
much larger than 
ourselves.
Monday, July 30
 4  A day for some 
relaxed sightseeing 
to wrap up our trip. 
We’d seen castles 
and palaces through-
out the week, but 
none like the castle 
of Heidelberg. 
We trammed up a 
steep track to get to 
the top of a moun-
tain overlooking the 
town. The walls of 
the enormous castle 
were crumbling but 
still remarkable. The 
labor and planning 
that built this castle 
seemed impossi-
ble from where we 
stood. It served as 
the perfect view to 
refl ect on our trip 
in Germany as it 
seemed to look over 
the many miles we 
had traveled. 
Our day ended 
with goodbyes, 
safe travels and, 
of course, see-you-
soons.
E D U C AT I O N A L  O P P O R T U N I T Y  In July, 
11 graduate students in an online course in 
the School of Professional and Continuing 
Studies converged on Ludwigsburg University 
in Germany to gain a global perspective on 
issues in educational leadership. 
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Best in class
Women’s cross country and track standout 
Kylie Regan, ’18, received one of the univer-
sity’s highest honors, the Mace Award, which 
recognizes the most outstanding student in 
each graduating class. She bore the cere-
monial mace as she led the procession at 
commencement.
During the 2017–18 academic year, 
Richmond’s 346 student-athletes posted 
the best average GPA in program history, 
3.12. Six teams ranked among the NCAA’s 
top 10 percent in the most recent Academic 
Progress Rates.
Best in class, part 2
Five Spider athletes earned Player of the 
Year conference honors during the 2017–18 
seasons. Two were all-around POYs: golfer 
Sophie DiPetrillo, who also won the Patriot 
League’s individual title, and tennis player 
Emily Dunbar, who was also named A-10 
Rookie of the Year. Football’s Kyle Lauletta 
was CAA offensive POY and was selected by 
the New York Giants in the NFL draft. 
Women’s lacrosse players Kim Egizi and 
Julie Ball took home, respectively, the A-10’s 
offensive and defensive POY honors. Their 
coach, Allison Kwolek, was the conference’s 
Coach of the Year.
Upgrades
Athletes arriving for fall practices were greet-
ed by gleaming new facilities.
A renovation of the football team’s locker 
room added 115 individual lockers for the 
players. Each one has a charging station and 
a ventilation system for helmets and foot-
wear. The entire space is  lled with Spider 
logos — 127 of them. As a release from 
athletics put it, “The entire football locker 
room bleeds Richmond pride.”
The locker room is part of the  rst phase 
of the new Blandford-Everett Student-Athlete 
Performance Center on the lower level of the 
Robins Center. It also includes an expansion 
of the strength and conditioning area, an 
enhanced sports medicine area, and other 
improvements.
In mid-May, four Spider student-
athletes found themselves talking to 
a man in a prison cell off  the southern 
coast of Africa.
The man was no longer a prisoner 
there, but he once had been. The 
facility was no longer a prison either, 
but now a museum. As they walked 
through, the man, now a tour guide, 
told them about the meager clothing, 
the miserable food, and other daily 
indignities of life there. Then they 
arrived at the cell of the prison’s most 
famous inmate: Nelson Mandela.
This trip was one outcome of the 
university’s commitment to ensuring 
that the packed schedules of its stu-
dent-athletes don’t prevent them from 
taking advantage of the opportunties 
available to other students across cam-
pus, including study abroad. 
Nearly 50 student-athletes studied 
abroad last year. The trip to South 
Africa and Dubai for these four stu-
dents — Kevin Johnson, ’19 (football), 
Alex Parson, ’21 (women’s basketball), 
Marshea Robinson, ’19 (track), and 
Nick Sherod, ’20 (men’s basketball) — 
resulted from cooperation between ath-
letics and the international education 
offi  ce, which also sent faculty to South 
Africa this summer.
On their two-week trip, the students 
saw luxury hotels and impoverished 
townships, dense urban centers and 
expansive desert landscapes — and 
Robben Island, where Mandela was 
imprisoned for decades, becoming an 
example to the world of both anti-
racism and reconciliation. The visit 
turned their thoughts to America’s lin-
gering diffi  culty with questions of race.
In a blog the students wrote while 
abroad, the four students described 
the trip as life-changing.
“Some things you just cannot teach, 
but you have to experience,” Johnson 
and Sherrod wrote. 
Athletes abroad
P A S S P O R T S ,  P L E A S E
Athletics partnered with international education on a study-abroad experience for student-athletes.  
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The students met up 
with former men’s 
soccer player Juston 
Grove, ’11, during 
their trip. He now 
owns and operates the 
Grove Soccer Acad-
emy, which has multi-
ple facilities around 
the world, including 
one in Cape Town, 
South Africa. When 
he met the students 
on their fi rst day in 
the country, he off ered 
some advice: “Forget 
everything you think 
you know about 
South Africa.”
“Our athleticism was surely tested when 
 eating the melting [ice cream] while 
 maneuver[ing] the cobblestoned streets.”
MEGAN GIANFORTE, ’20, women’s lacrosse No. 32, in a blog on the team’s fi rst after-
noon in Prague during its summer European trip.   
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Ten years later, Mike London, R’83, 
still remembers it like it was yesterday.
“It’s not just one specific moment. 
There was a succession of moments 
that occurred that made the whole 
season special,” said the former Spider 
head football coach.
London, now head coach at Howard 
University, is recalling Richmond’s 
2008 national championship season. 
In his debut season at the helm of 
his alma mater’s football program, 
London was replacing respected 
coach Dave Clawson, and despite lofty 
preseason expectations, the campaign 
started out rocky.
The Spiders began the 2008 season 
with a 4–3 mark, but their final set-
back — a loss to rival James Madison 
University on an improbable last-sec-
ond touchdown — set the stage for an 
unprecedented run of nine consecu-
tive wins, culminating with a domi-
nant 24–7 victory over the University 
of Montana in the NCAA Football 
Championship Series title game.
“The whole resiliency thing — the 
guys who were on the team and in the 
locker room — was a mindset instilled 
in us,” London said. “You think about 
the [championship] game itself, but 
more important to me is the memory 
of the journey that we had, and those 
games.”
With no room for error after the 
JMU loss, the Spiders strung together 
memorable victories — beating Wil-
liam & Mary to secure their playoff 
spot; avenging the devastating 2007 
playoff loss to perennial power Appa-
lachian State in the quarterfinals; and 
winning the semifinal in frigid weather 
against Northern Iowa. They made the 
season’s final result feel predestined.
“We kicked it into gear and came 
together — that’s what I remember 
most about that season,” said quarter-
back Eric Ward, ’10, now coaching at 
his high school alma mater, Southwest 
DeKalb High School near Atlanta. 
“Midway through the season, we had a 
team meeting — no coaches, just us as 
players — and said we were going to do 
this. We knew we were good enough to 
make it happen.
“You don’t realize how special 
certain moments are when you’re in 
the moment. That season went so fast. 
When we won the championship, it 
was just elation. But you really don’t 
get time to sit back and marvel at what 
we overcame and what we were able to 
accomplish.”
Backup quarterback Will Healy, ’09 — 
who took the final snaps in the champi-
onship game, which was played in his 
hometown, Chattanooga, Tennessee — 
has similarly fond recollections.
“I just watched the game the other 
day on YouTube,” said Healy, who is 
now the head coach at Austin Peay 
State University. “Probably the greatest 
sports accomplishment I’ve ever had 
was being a part of that team.  
Our group was hungry. We loved  
being around one another. We loved 
playing for Mike London. We wanted 
to keep playing, and I think that goes  
a long way.
“That experience, especially my 
senior year, was really special, and I 
got to do it around some of the best 
people I’ve ever been around.”
U N F O R G E T TA B L E  In December 2008, the 
Spiders took home the Football Championship 
Series national championship and the trophy 
that went with it. The unseeded Spiders beat 
the playoff’s second, third, and fourth seeds 
along the way.
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London recalls the team 
meeting on the eve of the 
championship game:
“One of our offensive line-
men had gotten hurt and 
wasn’t going to be able 
to play. We pointed over 
to him and said, ‘Listen, 
he’d give his right arm to 
get out there and get after 
it!’ One player stood up 
and started clapping for 
him. Then, another player 
stood up. Before you 
knew it, the whole room 
is standing up clapping. It 
wasn’t choreographed or 
scripted. I knew that night 
that we were going to win 
the game.”
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 A CONVERSATION WITH
BARRY GREENE
In September 1968, Barry Greene, R’72, moved into 
Freeman Hall and became the first black residential 
student at the University of Richmond. For four 
decades, he talked about his time on campus only 
with close friends, but in 2008, he started sharing 
it more widely. This summer, he sat down with 
President Crutcher on the occasion of the 50th 
anniversary of his enrollment.
U N I V E R S I T Y  o f  R I C H M O N D  C U R R I C U L U M  V I T A E
PRESIDENT RONALD A. CRUTCHER: I don’t know if you realize it: 
Your freshman year here at the University of Richmond was 
my senior year at Miami University [in Oxford, Ohio].
BARRY GREENE, R’72: Wow.
CRUTCHER: I graduated in 1969.
GREENE: Yes. You started your senior year when I first set foot 
on this campus in September, back when school started after 
Labor Day.
CRUTCHER: Are you from Richmond?
GREENE: Yes, I grew up here. Basically, Richmond has always 
been my home, the eastern part of the city in an area called 
Fulton. There were really prominent people, like Admiral 
[Samuel L.] Gravely [the U.S.’s first black Navy admiral]. My 
mom was a friend of his sister, and we all grew up in that 
neighborhood. It was one of those neighborhoods where you 
hear that it takes a village to raise a kid.
CRUTCHER: I understand. I grew up in a neighborhood similar 
to that.
GREENE: I remember a family friend who was with Virginia 
Union University coming by one Sunday and telling my 
mom and dad that he thought the ABC program, A Better 
Chance, would be a very good program for me. My parents 
thought it was a good idea. Nobody consulted me on this, 
you know what I mean? Back then, you did what your par-
ents told you to do.
CRUTCHER: Yes.
GREENE: I went through all of this testing and was accepted 
in the program. They sent me off to Duke University for 12 
weeks during the summer, and then I went off to the Ped-
die School in Hightstown, New Jersey, near Princeton. I was 
there for my junior and senior years.
CRUTCHER: It was one of your counselors or teachers at the 
Peddie School that interested you in coming back to the Uni-
versity of Richmond? How did that all come about?
GREENE: I didn’t even know the University of Richmond 
existed. Really. Back then, you got this college catalog that 
had a list of all the schools. I was going through the book 
and thinking, “Oh, I want to go home,” because I come from 
a real close family. 
I had also thought about Georgetown University. Good 
Catholic boy that I am, I looked at at least one Catholic 
school, but then I saw this University of Richmond in there. 
I thought, “Wow. There’s a University of Richmond, and 
it’s actually in Richmond somewhere?” I never heard of the 
place. I went to the college counselor and he said, “Yeah. 
There’s one there.” 
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I came here on an interview, [and] this place looked like 
the boarding school that I attended. That’s how I found 
out about the University of Richmond, even though after I 
applied and they accepted me, they originally said I couldn’t 
stay on campus. 
CRUTCHER: For the obvious reasons.
GREENE: Yes.
CRUTCHER: That you were African-American.
GREENE: I went to the college counselor at my school and 
said, “I don’t understand. They’ve accepted me, they’ve even 
given me a tuition scholarship. But they won’t let me live on 
campus?” He said, “Well Barry, I’m going to call there.” 
He called and then sent for me a day later and said, “Well, 
the good news is they’re going to let you live on campus, but 
I need to explain something to you.” I remember his exact 
words. He said, “Southern Baptists are not like northern 
Baptists.”
I thought, “Why is he saying this 
to a Catholic? It doesn’t bother me 
any,” having no earthly idea what 
he was preparing me for.
CRUTCHER: When you came to cam-
pus, did you have a roommate?
GREENE: Yes. Oh my gosh. They 
interviewed students to see who 
was going to be my roommate.
CRUTCHER: Were you aware that 
they did that or you found out 
after the fact?
GREENE: No. I was not aware. I 
found out after I arrived here. 
My roommate was a junior. It 
was the strangest thing. Then, 
as I got to know him and I got to 
know the school, I understood 
how that happened because he 
was a religion major. At that time, 
the religion department here was 
probably the most liberal depart-
ment in the school. I’m surprised 
they didn’t get kicked out. Most of 
the students in the religion program were extremely liberal. 
He was a super nice guy. Oliver McBride [R’70] from Mar-
tinsville, Virginia. Because he was a junior, I lived in the 
upperclassmen dorm, which at that time, the newest dorm 
on campus was Freeman Hall. As a matter of fact, I spent my 
whole four years on the third floor there at Freeman.
CRUTCHER: The entire four years?
GREENE: The entire four years.
CRUTCHER: Wow. What was it like in terms of your own inter-
action with other men, or women for that matter, outside of 
your roommate?
GREENE: My roommates’ friends would come by — I don’t 
know whether to see the black guy on campus or what — 
but they’d introduce themselves. My freshman year, I spent 
more time with his friends and the upperclassmen. I still see 
one of them now, Nelson Lankford [R’70]. He was a junior, 
and he lived in Freeman Hall. His brother was a freshman. 
His brother asked me if I would be his roommate my soph-
omore year, and so we were on the third floor of Freeman 
Hall again. 
CRUTCHER: I’m assuming that having lived in Richmond 
in this time, you were accustomed to knowing where you 
needed to go and how to interact with folks. Were there any 
differences between the way you were treated on the campus 
and the way you were treated off the campus in the city?
GREENE: No, I don’t think so at all. The neighborhoods that I 
lived in, we had a lot of, I have to say, Jewish shopkeepers on 
the corners, and so we saw them on a regular basis. As a mat-
ter of fact, my junior year, I joined the Jewish fraternity here. 
The parents of a couple of the guys in the fraternity owned 
stores on those little corners in the neighborhood. Zeta Beta 
Tau. I used to tease them. “I was black and a southern Cath-
olic, and I joined a Jewish fraternity.” 
But they were the most receptive, especially when they 
saw me in the dining room eating alone. I guess they were 
paying attention when I’d come in. A lot of times I sat at 
a table and certain students would get up and move. They 
didn’t want to sit at the same table 
and eat with me. 
A lot of times [the fraternity 
members] would come over and 
invite me to join them at their 
table. They said, “Oh, you don’t 
have to sit alone. Why don’t you 
join us?” So I did get to know most 
of them, and they were very nice.
CRUTCHER: I have to ask you. What 
was that like to be in a place and 
then students get up and leave? 
GREENE: The first time it hap-
pened, I have to be honest with 
you, I thought he got up because 
he had finished eating, and then I 
realized no, he moved to another 
table. I must admit it bothered me 
to think, “What’s wrong with me?” 
I’m not so sure I ever really got 
over that, and I think, for the most 
part, the people, the minorities 
working in the dining room and 
the maids and the janitors at that 
time, they weren’t all that very 
receptive of me being on campus. As they got to know me, 
they finally started talking to me and said, “First, we thought 
you were a foreigner.” When they found I was [a] black 
[American], then they thought, “Well, why is this uppity guy 
in here causing problems?” I wasn’t causing problems. Then 
they finally warmed up. The truth of the matter is, when it 
was time to leave campus, most of them caught the bus and 
went to the eastern part of the city —
CRUTCHER: Where you lived —
GREENE: Where I lived. As they started talking, then they real-
ized where I came from, and they became more receptive 
and opened up. They were a lot friendlier.
CRUTCHER: And probably some of them knew your people.
GREENE: Yes, they did. They rode the bus out there. A lot of 
the people in my neighborhood worked at the Country Club 
of Virginia. As a matter of fact, even one of my great-aunts 
did. They would be on the bus talking, and my aunt would 
say, “Oh, no. That’s my nephew.”
CRUTCHER: You were what — 18 at the time?
GREENE: 18. Yes, 18.
CRUTCHER: When I think about the experience I had [at 
“I was raised to get an 
education. … I thought, 
‘If they’re going to 
teach the white kids 
sitting in the classroom 
with me, then they’re 
going to have to teach 
me, too. I’m not going 
to sit in the back of the 
classroom. I’m going  
to sit up front.’”
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Miami] and what you had to go through here, my hat goes 
off to you. You’re a strong man.
GREENE: I never ever thought of it that way, Dr. Crutcher. I 
was raised to get an education. I thought, “Well, it’s going to 
be at the University of Richmond and whether they want me 
or not.” After I found out the situation, I thought, “If they’re 
going to teach the white kids sitting in the classroom with 
me, then they’re going to have to teach me, too. I’m not going 
to sit in the back of the classroom. I’m going to sit up front.” 
You could tell from some of the looks that they were like — 
especially the first time I went into the classroom — “Who is 
this person?” I felt like, from the way they looked at me, they 
wanted to ask, “What are you doing here?”
CRUTCHER: “What are you doing here?” Yeah. I want to get 
into academics in a minute, but it makes me want to ask you 
a question. The way you articulated why you didn’t hesitate 
to go into this very challenging situation, [you said] “That’s 
exactly the way I was raised.” 
At Miami, I remember walking 
through the residence hall. The 
thinking was, “I’m going to show you 
how smart I am.” I was determined.
GREENE: You saying that reminded 
me I had to go all the way to school 
in New Jersey — that’s where the 
first time the n-word was used in 
referring to me. 
CRUTCHER: What were the circum-
stances?
GREENE: We were passing on the 
campus. I was by myself, heading 
back to the dorm area and a group 
of them were going in the opposite 
direction. After I got past, one of 
them asked a question, “Do you 
have a cigar?” And the other one 
says, “No, but I sure do have me,” 
using the word to rhyme with it. I 
kept walking as if I didn’t hear any-
thing they said. I had somebody 
spit at me. I was walking up the steps. Didn’t get on me, but 
it fell right in front of me. I’m sure it was said here on [this] 
campus, but nobody ever said it to my face. 
I never shared any of this with my mom or my sisters 
because they had enough going on without having to worry 
about me. [I thought,] “I’ll deal with this.”
CRUTCHER: What was it that made you decide to pursue a 
major in biology?
GREENE: Probably, if I had to do it over again, I would not have 
majored in biology. I would have majored in history. In my 
family, everybody that went to college majored in science. It 
was always, “Oh, you’ve got to be a doctor. You’ve got to be 
a doctor. We’ve got a veterinarian in the family. We’ve got 
nurses. We’ve got technicians.” So, I was programmed think-
ing that’s what I had to do. 
Then I thought, “You know, I have got to do this for me. So 
I need to take time off and think, ‘Is this really what I want 
to do?’” I felt like biology and chemistry [were] not coming 
easily. I don’t mind working hard, but it should be easier. 
I was even accepted at pharmacy school. After I got in, I 
thought, “I don’t even want to do this.” I started working in 
broadcasting. When I interviewed there and said I was from 
the University of Richmond, the general manager didn’t 
believe any blacks went to the University of Richmond. So, 
before they would even offer me the job — 
CRUTCHER: He had to verify.
GREENE: He had to verify. After I was working there for several 
years, a graduate from the University of Richmond worked 
there, Ukee Washington [R’80, now an evening co-anchor at 
CBS3 in Philadelphia]. He was there, and we would chat on 
occasion. He probably doesn’t remember me, but I remem-
ber him.
CRUTCHER: Was there any one professor that served as a men-
tor to you?
GREENE: Probably the one that I was closest to was not really 
a professor. It was the dean of Richmond College, Austin 
Grigg. Once a week I met with him. My best friend, Mike 
Keck [B’72], he’d say all the time, “Any time we saw the big 
dean walking across campus, we knew he was coming to 
visit you.” Then it turned out I got 
into the work-study program. And 
where did I work but in his office. 
And basically it wasn’t really work 
because he’d have me studying. He 
was a psychology professor, and 
when he went to teach his class, if 
I happened to be working that day, 
I used his office to study and do 
homework. His secretary, Amelia 
Fernandez, who I still hear from — 
ever since I graduated from here, 
she has never missed sending me 
a birthday card. I could go to my 
adviser for the biology, but Dean 
Grigg was the one that I went to. If 
I had an issue or needed to talk to 
somebody, he was the one.
CRUTCHER: Tell me a little bit more 
about your social life. You joined 
ZBT. 
GREENE: I didn’t join ZBT until 
my junior year, and prior to that 
it really, truly was not a social life for me on the campus. I 
did not stay on campus. I’d go home every weekend. At that 
time, we had Saturday morning classes. When it ended, I left 
campus. Then, I’d come back on Sunday evening. My sister 
or usually my uncle or my dad or someone would bring me 
back to campus.
Periodically my first-year roommate would — because he 
had a vehicle — he would invite me to come along with a 
group of his friends. I would go to some of the basketball 
games with them. That was really eye-opening because the 
fight song for the school was “Dixie.” The mascot was a spi-
der in a Confederate uniform. It took some getting used to. I 
was always nervous at those games. Even though there was 
not supposed to be drinking, you would hear somebody’s 
bottle slip and go crashing to the concrete floor. I went to 
a few. Not many. I was never that comfortable at those type 
of events.
CRUTCHER: I have one question I was going to ask you. It may 
seem odd, but I’m going to ask you anyway. Basically, did 
you enjoy your time here as an undergraduate student?
GREENE: You know, I probably enjoyed my junior and senior 
years more than I did the freshman and sophomore years.
Barry Greene’s 
first-year portrait, 
from the 1969 
yearbook
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Zeta Beta Tau 
fraternity, 1970 
yearbook. Greene 
is in the front row, 
fourth from left.
For several years, 
student researchers 
have been search-
ing yearbooks, 
Collegian articles, 
and other sources 
as part of the 
Race & Racism at 
the University of 
Richmond Project. 
They are searching 
for threads that can 
tell or lead to untold 
and little-known 
stories from the uni-
versity’s history and 
prompt community 
discussion.
Project partici-
pants regularly 
post updates on 
social media at 
@URraceproject 
and on blog.
richmond.edu/
memory. Among 
this fall’s expected 
posts is audio from 
a student interview 
with Greene. 
The project’s 
main website is 
memory.richmond.
edu. 
CRUTCHER: After you joined the fraternity.
GREENE: After joining the fraternity. Well, and then the other 
thing was my best friend [Keck]. I was interacting more with 
him ... He was the president of Phi Delt, and a lot of times 
I was visiting with them. If there was some type of event or 
activity they were doing off campus, he would invite me to 
come along with him. I never will forget that was my first 
encounter with seeing Jesus Christ Superstar. He had gotten 
the tickets and invited me to go with him, so we rode with 
his fraternity brother. They would tease me a lot saying that 
I was the only guy they knew who was in two Greek fraterni-
ties. My fraternity brothers would say the same thing to me. 
They were pretty close together [on fraternity row].
On occasion, I did stay on campus on the weekends based 
on what was going on. Not many though, even my senior 
year. My fraternity brothers, a lot of times we’d go out to dif-
ferent places. As a matter of fact, my freshman year [with my 
roommate and his friends,] I got to ... Is it Mary Washington? 
CRUTCHER: Yes, Mary Washington University.
GREENE: That was when they all decided to show how lib-
eral the religion majors were. They all got in their cars and 
offered a ride to me. We went up there to see Dick Gregory 
speak. That was eye opening, too.
CRUTCHER: As you look back on your four years here, are there 
things that you have a better understanding of now than you 
did then, when you were younger?
GREENE: Not sure how to answer that one. I would say, yes. 
Especially when it comes to relating to people. My sisters, 
they tease me a lot, but I think I’ve gotten better at relating 
to my own race. Because they would say, “Well, you went off. 
You were in the all-white prep school, then you went to the 
all-white University of Richmond. You’re preppy.” I think 
I’ve gotten to be more tolerant.
The conversation turns to Greene’s attendance at an on-cam-
pus event the week before. At it, summer fellows presented 
their research for the Race and Racism Project. One subject 
of discussion was George Modlin, UR’s president from 1946 
to 1971.
GREENE: Since [an attendee] made mention of Dr. Modlin, it’s 
probably important for me to share that I was really disap-
pointed that Dr. Modlin retired before his name could get 
on my diploma. 
My junior year, my father was murdered in the city. He was 
a truck driver for Richfood. He and a store owner were both 
killed in the store. And so, you get a call in the middle of the 
night: “Your dad’s been killed. You’re coming home.” 
After I finished my junior year, [Modlin] had Dean Grigg 
call me. Dean Grigg says, “Barry, we don’t exactly know 
what the situation is, but Dr. Modlin wants to make it per-
fectly clear to you that if you, for any reason, are not able 
to come back here for financial reasons, he wants to know 
first because he wants you back on this campus. He does 
not want you to think that because of what’s happened, the 
tragedy in your family, that you’re unable to complete your 
education here, that by no means do you say, no, you’re not 
coming back because of finances.” 
I thought that was remarkable. My reply was, “Dean 
Grigg, I’m planning to come back. Right now, I’d like to 
have a rain check. I don’t see where I’m going to have any 
financial issues, but I like to know that if I do that you and 
Dr. Modlin will be there for me.” He called me to make sure 
that I knew that Dr. Modlin was saying, “You’re coming back 
here. Don’t let finances interrupt you finishing your educa-
tion here.” I think it’s important that he sent that message to 
me. He didn’t have to.
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The conversation then turns to Greene’s decision in 2008 to 
begin talking publicly about his undergraduate experience.
GREENE: I heard from my friend Mike that Alison [Bartel Keller, 
now director of the Center for Student Involvement] want[ed] to 
invite [me] out to speak. It was back in 2008, Black History 
Month. Alison tricked me because she said I was going to be 
speaking to about 20 students from Fairfield Middle School, 
which is out in the neighborhood I live in. 
 I got my notes together and went to see her. I said, “Alison, 
this is what I’m going to cover. By the way, you said it’s going 
to be 20 students.” 
She said, “Well, now it’s about 350. Everybody heard you 
were going to be the speaker, so the place is filled.” 
And I said, “As long as there are no reporters.”
Well, the editor of the Richmond Times-Dispatch was there. 
That Monday my phone is ringing off the hook. He had put 
a reporter on me. And I said, “No, no, no.” 
I went to another friend’s house and told them what had 
happened. They all said, “Oh, you’ve got to do it.” I said, “No, 
I don’t have to do anything. Let me go talk to Rob [the friend’s 
son]. He’s the only one in this house that’s got any sense.” 
Rob was 15 years old then. So I go down into the family 
room, and you know a 15-year-old, they’re playing on their 
[video] game. I said, “Rob, I need to talk to you.” 
The whole time he’s playing his game, and I’m talking. 
Finally, he put his game on pause and his exact words were, 
“Barry, that’s messed up. I think it’s worthwhile for you to tell 
your story.” I called the reporter back and said, “You’ve got a 
15-year-old to thank.” 
Then I went to Mass that Sunday and was talking to the 
priest. Four students gathered around me and said, “We 
heard your speech at the University of Richmond. You were 
awesome. Thank you so much for sharing that.” 
I thought, “Wow, they’re students, and they go to my 
church. They saw me, and they thought it was wonderful.”
CRUTCHER: What do you think alumni and students today can 
learn from your experience here?
GREENE: For me, it was you’re either going to be a loner or 
you’re going to be friends with the ones that want to be 
friends with you, and they’re going to accept you for who 
you are, not because of the color of your skin. I heard some 
students say they need their space. I guess my biggest fear is 
moving toward segregating us from the environment. 
When I came here, there were only four, two girls, two 
guys, and they all lived at home. I think it’s important that 
students don’t go back in time and segregate themselves 
from the environment. 
CRUTCHER: I’m going to push you on that a little bit. There’s a 
lot of discussion these days about safe spaces. I think I hear 
you saying that’s probably not a good idea.
GREENE: I don’t think it’s a good idea. When I was in broad-
casting, one of the guys I got to be friends with was in the 
Masons. When he and I got to talking, he said, “There are 
white Masons and there are black Masons.” I said, “So what 
you’re trying to tell me is if I want to join your Masonic lodge, 
I can’t because I’m black?” He says, “Yeah, because they have 
black ones.” 
That made no sense to me. I said to my best friend, “I 
would hate to think that you would join an organization 
that would not allow me to join with you.” I know him well 
enough to know that he would never do that. 
I came up during the time where we were pushing for inte-
gration. We were already segregated. I just don’t want it to go 
back in time. I grant you, I’m sure the fact that I was the only 
one on campus, nobody saw me as a threat because it was 
only one. What’s one? One’s not going to cause a problem.
CRUTCHER: As an alum, what are your impressions of the Uni-
versity of Richmond today?
GREENE: I think the University of Richmond is a wonderful 
university. It’s come a long way. I think as far as diversifica-
tion, it’s got a long way to go. I actually now feel proud that 
I graduated from the University of Richmond. Like I said, it 
wasn’t until 2008 that I actually came on this campus and 
actually started wearing the University of Richmond logo.
I must admit that the main reason I still stay and I don’t 
mind giving interviews now is because of Dr. [Tina] Cade 
[associate vice president for student development and director of 
the office of multicultural affairs]. I’ve told her that I wish there 
had been a Dr. Cade here when I was here. It probably would 
have made a big difference, but the fact is I came to get an 
education, and that was the goal — to leave here with one.
CRUTCHER: I remember very fondly your standing in line to 
introduce yourself to my wife and I when we were introduced 
to the community. That’s the first time I remember meeting 
you.
GREENE: Yes, I thought it was wonderful. I really thought it 
was nice that my university was moving forward more than 
a lot of the others around. I’ll always remember that day. I 
also remember Dr. Cade kicking me — it wasn’t physical, but 
I’m just saying — and telling me, “They need to know who 
you are.”
I said, “No, all these years, I’ve been very quiet with who I 
am, and it’s a little much for me to share the story.”
CRUTCHER: But you understand how important it is for our 
current students to hear your story.
GREENE: Yes, thanks to Dr. Cade, I do. That’s the reason why 
whenever she asks me, I never say no. When the students 
called me [for an oral history interview for the Race and Racism 
Project], I said, “Dr. Cade would not be happy if I said no. I’ll 
even go a step farther. Any question you ask, I will answer. 
Nothing’s off bounds.”
I think the university for the most part was ready for a 
minority student to be on campus. Most of the students did 
not go out of their way to make life uncomfortable for me. 
But like I said, I was just one person.
CRUTCHER: Well, it’s clear to me that you had a lot of determi-
nation. You knew what you wanted to do, and you were here 
to get your education and to get through. Thank you so very 
much. I really appreciate this.
GREENE: Thank you for having me. I’m sure there were some 
things I probably forgot that I would have mentioned. I have 
not said anything that needs to be censored.
CRUTCHER: I love it, I love it.
GREENE: Well, you have to be honest. You know, it’s the truth, 
and it’s going to be the truth 50 years from now.
Editor’s note: Barry Greene, R’72, is now a vice president at Bank of 
America in Richmond. This conversation has been condensed and 
edited for clarity. 
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HANDLING 
WITH CARE
With the innovative Well-Being Center on the way,  
coupled with a holistic approach to serving the needs  
of students, Richmond is at the forefront  
of a well-being movement in higher education.
By Aggrey Sam   |   Illustrations by ZoË VanDijk 
U N I V E R S I T Y  o f  R I C H M O N D  P L A C E S
MICHELLE SHUMAN, ’16, FELT OVERWHELMED. Sure, she had a lot on 
her plate — working at the Weinstein Center for Recreation 
and Wellness, serving as the orientation chair for the WILL* 
program — but the fall semester of her sophomore year hadn’t 
even started, and in her words, “I was not meeting obligations, 
duties, and responsibilities as I should have been.”
Shuman sought out her mentor in WILL*, Malori Hollo-
man, ’13, who had a directive to help get her back on track.
“I was so grateful because she said, ‘This is something you 
need to integrate into your life. Here’s a specific recommen-
dation for a person I know and trust,’” Shuman says.
That person was Kristen Day, a staff psychologist at Coun-
seling and Psychological Services, or CAPS. Shuman wasn’t 
able to fit CAPS into her regular schedule during her first 
year, but finding a therapist she connected with emotionally 
did wonders to help her understand her issues. Settling back 
into a consistent fitness regimen also helped — a runner in 
high school, Shuman also made frequent use of the Wein-
stein Center when she wasn’t working — but regular appoint-
ments with Day became a crucial part of maintaining her 
well-being as a student.
“As far as things I have taken away from the university that 
I will carry with me for the rest of my life,” said Shuman, “my 
time at CAPS, getting back into an exercise routine through 
Recreation and Wellness, and the WILL* program through 
Westhampton College — those are the things that truly have 
shaped my direction and my current lifestyle.”
Shuman, who now works for Merrill Lynch, a position 
she landed thanks to a chance encounter with a Weinstein 
Center regular, was well-positioned to take advantage of 
the resources she needed to keep her head above water and 
eventually thrive. But what about students who don’t have 
the same access or aren’t comfortable visiting a therapist or 
seeking medical care when they need it? And how can the 
university help students avoid getting to the point where 
they need clinical services?
Richmond has long worked to alleviate issues tied 
to the well-being of students using an approach called 
“upstream intervention.” Now it’s strengthening them 
significantly. The university will soon build the Well-Be-
ing Center — an innovative facility that will operate 
as a one-stop shop and personalize a comprehensive 
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range of services for students. Construction begins in 
March and is scheduled to be finished by the 2020–21 
academic year.
The Well-Being Center is poised to set a national standard 
in higher education. The building will house CAPS, the Stu-
dent Health Center, and the newly formed Health Promo-
tion — which manages Richmond’s well-being education 
and prevention initiatives — in the same physical space. 
These distinct units, in addition to University Recreation 
(previously Recreation and Wellness), now fall under one 
umbrella: Health and Well-Being.
The university’s longtime director of recreation and well-
ness, Tom Roberts, is now the associate vice president of 
health and well-being, charged with overseeing the integra-
tion of the units that will come together in the new Well-Be-
ing Center. He has been in constant communication with 
colleagues Peter LeViness, director of CAPS, and Dr. Lynne 
Deane, medical director of the Student Health Center, to 
plan the new building.
“It’s not just collaborating,” Roberts said. “Collaboration 
is doing a program together. But integration, you’re really 
joined at the hip. You’re working together. You’re sharing 
facilities. You’re sharing staff. You’re sharing records. You’re 
sharing resources.”
The process has already started. One tangible example is 
the URWell website, where each department is represented 
and students can access a suite of well-being resources. But 
even more significant is the use of the word “well-being” 
itself. “Wellness” is typically associated with physical health. 
“Well-being” is a broader term that includes the many ways 
people function in all facets of their lives.
A pair of Spider alumni deserve credit for making the 
Well-Being Center possible. The Walraths — university 
trustee Michael, ’97, and Michelle O’Donoghue, ’98 — made 
the lead gift for the facility through their Walrath Family 
Foundation. The couple’s connection to Roberts and to 
well-being in general goes back to their time as students.
Both worked for Campus Recreation — Roberts said 
Michelle, a health and sport science major as an under-
graduate, was in charge of the fitness program, and Michael 
was an intramural sports official. While the Walraths’ phil-
anthropic interests vary, nutrition and healthy lifestyles 
are some of the causes they’re most devoted to. They have 
a film production company, Atlas Films, which has made 
documentaries about issues like the food industry (Fed Up) 
and the global water crisis (Tapped), and Michelle opened a 
health-conscious restaurant on Long Island, Organic Krush.
“Mike and I hope the center will enable UR to become 
a leader in the campus health and well-being movement,” 
Michelle Walrath said in April. “Nutrition, which affects our 
lives in so many ways, needs to be the focal point of our well-
ness initiative, and we need to think of wellness holistically. 
If we can do this effectively, we can graduate healthier and 
happier students.”
For those with knowledge of the Well-Being Center’s 
details, there’s a palpable sense of excitement. Yes, it will be 
a state-of-the-art facility — with features sure to be popular 
with students, faculty, and staff, including sleep pods, mas-
sage chairs, and a demonstration kitchen — but its compre-
hensive integration of services is what makes it unique.
On its upper floors, the building will house the Student 
Health Center, CAPS, and the office of the university’s sex-
ual misconduct education and prevention coordinator, Brit-
nie Hopkins. The first floor will house Health Promotion, an 
entry point that falls in line with the university’s strategy of 
“catching students upstream,” as Roberts puts it. Whether 
it’s a session on mindfulness involving the chaplaincy or 
resources emphasizing the importance of proper sleep and 
nutrition, the idea is to help students stave off more serious, 
preventable issues down the road.
As Heather Sadowski, director of health promotion, put 
it: “Having the resources, educational materials, and people 
that are creating a way to be your best self and have optimal 
well-being. I say that it’s all about the journey, and I think 
with Health Promotion, sometimes people are ready to make 
a positive change, and some people may need some assis-
tance for reaching optimal well-being.”
Having each of the units in the same space enables “warm 
handoffs,” or referrals among practitioners. For example, if a 
student visits the Student Health Center because of a physical 
ailment but mentions he’s also dealing with anxiety, a doctor 
can simply walk him upstairs — as opposed to instructing him 
to walk across campus — for prompt treatment.
“It’s similar to one-stop shopping for students,” said 
LEADING THE  WAY
Richmond is part of an 
innovative consortium of 
institutions — with the 
University of Florida, 
Georgia Tech, North 
Carolina State Univer-
sity, and Virginia Tech 
— formed to help break 
down silos on their own 
campuses and in their 
professional organi-
zations to improve the 
well-being of college 
students nationwide.
“I think we’re just 
thinking forward and 
recognizing that there is a 
mental-health crisis and 
we need to do something 
about it,” Roberts said. 
“Nobody owns this 
well-being thing. Every-
body has to take some 
ownership in it and do 
something about it.”
Spiders may not think 
twice about another way 
that the university stands 
out in its approach to 
well-being, but it’s rare 
in higher education: 
Students are required to 
take two wellness courses 
to graduate.
Preliminary rendering of the Well-Being Center 
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WALKING THE  WALK
The university has been 
recognized for its well- 
being efforts in a number 
of ways, including:
• The EverFi Prevention 
Excellence Award for 
Outstanding Sexual 
Assault Prevention 
Efforts.
• Being a finalist for the 
Active Minds Healthy 
Campus Award.
• Zoe Rydzewski, ’18, 
winning the National 
Association of Student 
Personnel Admin-
istrators (NASPA) 
Outstanding Peer  
Educator of the Year 
for her work with the 
Wellness Education 
Bandits, a campus 
peer-education group. 
LeViness, the CAPS director. “You can go to the Well-Being 
Center, and there are multiple things you can get there. It’s 
not just when you’re ill. It could be preventive as well. So, it 
could be working on sleep, exercise, nutrition — things that 
can help prevent people from breaking down mentally and 
physically. But then of course, when people do need our help 
[the Well-Being Center offers] CAPS mental health services, 
student health for physical health needs. And it enables us 
to also do collaborative joint staff meetings or some kind of 
training in common where we can just walk down the hall to 
a classroom or a meeting room and converse over things.”
Added Deane, medical director of the Student Health 
Center, “We don’t work in cognitive silos when we approach 
providing care for our patients, so removing the physical 
silos separating us from our colleagues just makes sense and 
will greatly benefit students.”
Even the location of the Well-Being Center encourages 
holistic thinking. Its proximity to another future addition 
to campus, the Queally Athletics 
Center basketball training facility, 
means it will be easily accessible 
to Spider student-athletes. It will 
also be connected to the Weinstein 
Center, meshing with the long-
held wisdom, backed by modern 
research, that exercise is, indeed, 
medicine.
While the announcement of the 
facility was made in April, plans for 
it have been in the works for several 
years. Roberts, along with Deane 
and LeViness, scouted facilities 
on other campuses to ensure that 
Richmond’s is best equipped to 
meet the needs of students.
“We’re at the forefront,” Roberts 
said. “But it’s really hard to know 
what we want in this building 
because we’re so far ahead of every-
body. It’s going to look different in 
two years when it opens, and three 
years after it opens, it’s going to look different again. 
“One of the things we’re doing is being very careful, espe-
cially with that first level, where Health Promotion will be, 
to not have a lot of dedicated space so that we can adjust as 
the best practices change.”
To that end, the university is enlisting the entire campus 
community — staff like Roberts and his colleagues, faculty, 
and current students — to gain additional insight into how 
the Well-Being Center can best serve Spiders. During the 
feel-good process of developing such a potentially transfor-
mative building, at the top of mind for all constituents is a 
sobering statistic: In the last 15 years, the percentage of full-
time, degree-seeking undergraduate and graduate students 
visiting CAPS has increased from 9.2 to 20.4.
It’s not just a Richmond issue. Nationwide, student devel-
opment professionals discuss what is often called “a men-
tal-health crisis in higher education.”
“On every single campus, it’s a challenge to keep up with 
the demand for college mental health,” said LeViness, who is 
in charge of the Association of University and College Coun-
seling Center Directors’ annual national survey.
Ally Charleston, ’20, didn’t hesitate to go to CAPS when 
she struggled with the adjustment to college life as a fresh-
man. Diagnosed with bipolar II disorder, Charleston has 
become an advocate for CAPS on campus and writes a blog 
about her mental health. She is open about her diagnosis, 
including for this story.
“I don’t think that a lot of universities have the amount of 
resources and the care that Richmond puts into its students 
and their well-being,” she said. “Something that I’ve noticed 
over my couple of years at the university is the stigma sur-
rounding mental health has really gone down. I think it’s 
incredible that I can talk about going to CAPS as if it’s not a 
big deal. I can recommend people to go to CAPS, and they’re 
really open and excited to be doing that.”
Charleston has worked with CAPS to share information 
about mental-health resources on campus and on an open-
mic event about mental health as part of her role as the chair 
of student affairs on the Westhampton College Government 
Association’s executive board. This academic year, she will 
intern with CAPS and participate 
in the JED Foundation Cam-
pus Program, a national men-
tal-health initiative.
“Even though I’ve been doing so 
much better, the counseling, sup-
port, and the ways I’m involved at 
the university I think have been 
extremely beneficial,” Charleston 
said. “It’s been like a 180 from 
being so depressed my freshman 
year, and I think I’ve learned a 
lot. That’s how CAPS has helped 
me personally, and I’m always the 
first to advocate for them.”
It’s a positive development that 
more students feel comfortable 
seeking help for their emotional 
well-being. But in creating the 
Well-Being Center to address 
Spiders’ needs in a holistic fash-
ion, one very important question 
remains: How will it be received 
by Richmond’s students?
“Being able to put all of these incredible resources in one 
building — exercise is such as an important part of your men-
tal health, and I don’t think people always realize that — I 
think it’s only going to encourage students,” said Charleston, 
who will graduate before the Well-Being Center will open. 
“Even though I won’t see it in my time at the university, I’m 
really excited to work on it with them, make it the best that 
we possibly can, and keep our mission in sight.”
Shuman is also optimistic about the new center’s potential.
“What the well-being initiative, the restructuring of 
departments, the physical change that they’re hoping to 
effect on campus, and the cultural change that they’re hop-
ing will come with that physical change show is they’re very 
attuned to, ‘How can we be better,’ and I really admire that,” 
she said. “So, in that sense, they’re doing it right, where they 
see that things aren’t as good as they could be, and they’re 
working to find a way to make them better. I think the good 
thing is that they care, and that’s what this shows.” 
Aggrey Sam is a senior writer/editor in University Communications.
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ack in July, photographer Jen-
sen Sutta, ’99, got a call offer-
ing him an assignment at a 
five-star resort in a vacation 
city. He knew what lay ahead: 
limo ride in from the airport, 
caviar and lobster to eat, and a nice 
check after a couple of hours of work. 
He’d done it plenty of times before.
But this time there was a scheduling 
conflict. On the day he got the call, he 
was booking arrangements for another 
recurring assignment, at an orphanage 
in St. Rock, Haiti. He knew what lay 
ahead there, too: bumpy roads, unpre-
dictable food, modest accomodations, 
and no check. 
Sutta had already learned to be 
deliberate and disciplined about his 
priorities. At Richmond, he was a biol-
ogy major who dabbled in photogra-
phy classes. That interest led him to 
sign up for a road trip to Washington, 
D.C., to see an exhibit during his final 
semester. He never made it. On the 
way there, the university van in which 
he was riding flipped on the highway, 
injuring eight students. Sutta fractured 
his neck and back.
“I took some time off and re-evalu-
ated my future,” he said. “I decided if 
that was how quickly life could change, 
then I wanted to pursue something in a 
job that I would enjoy.”
That’s why he turned down the five-
star resort. He wanted to be in Haiti. 
The children needed his photos more. 
Believe in Haiti — a nonprofit 
that provides meals to children who 
wouldn’t otherwise have them and 
funds expenses so they can attend 
school — uses Sutta’s photos to verify 
the delivery of services and to rouse the 
support of donors. Late this summer, 
he made his sixth trip there. 
“A nonprofit will say, ‘Listen, we can 
tell people that money they give is going 
towards a food program, but bringing 
you there to document it is really what 
reassures the donors that we’re doing 
what we say we’re doing,’” Sutta said. “I 
get to provide the proof that nonprofits 
are doing what they say. I’m telling the 
story of where the money goes.”
Sutta doesn’t need this work to build 
his portfolio or line up future assign-
ments. He has already taken pictures of 
everyone from Oprah Winfrey to Sir Ben 
Kingsley, Serena and Venus Williams, 
Emma Stone, Taylor Swift, and Usher 
in places all over the world. Sarah Palin’s 
book cover, an Elton John Oscar party, 
the 2008 Democratic National Conven-
tion — he shot them, too. 
“Celebrity stuff can help pay the 
bills,” he said. “It’s fun to show on social 
media. But it’s not as real, meaningful, 
or fulfilling. The nonprofit work, that’s 
real.”
U N I V E R S I T Y  o f  R I C H M O N D  P O R T F O L I O
By Stacey Dec, ’20, and Matthew Dewald
Photography by Jensen Sutta, ’99
B
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Sutta posts images  
on Instagram 
(@ jensensutta) and 
on jensensutta.com. 
His online portfolio 
includes more photos 
from Haiti, as well 
as other nonprofit, 
celebrity, and event 
photography.  
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FLY, SPIDER, FLY
TOO TENSE TO BREATHE, Joe Douglas, ’99, split his focus between 
the football field and the game clock during the last few sec-
onds of this February’s Super Bowl LII. The moment New 
England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady’s last-gasp Hail 
Mary attempt hit the ground, Douglas looked up at the game 
clock — 00:00. No minutes left. No seconds left. Game over. 
Philadelphia Eagles 41, Patriots 33. 
“I looked back, and no one had the ball in hand,” says 
Douglas (at left in photo), vice president of player person-
nel for the reigning Super Bowl champions. “I did that three 
times to make sure that we really did win this game.”
This wasn’t the first time the former Spider offensive 
tackle and 1998 all-conference honoree anxiously stood on 
the sidelines of a Super Bowl. Douglas, a suburban Rich-
mond native, was also instrumental in the Baltimore Ravens 
winning the 2001 and 2013 championships. 
 “[The Eagles] were the No. 1 seed in the NFC, but no one 
viewed us that way,” he says. “No one gave the team the shot 
to win the championship.”
This is no exaggeration. Most pre-season prognosticators 
pegged the Eagles as a .500 or so team. Few had them even 
making the playoffs, let alone winning it all.
Leading underdog teams to the Super Bowl three times 
isn’t a lucky streak for Douglas, a man of few words and an 
uncanny sense for talent that translates to success on the 
field and an ability to analyze people and situations. 
That comes in handy in his role with the Eagles, where 
his duties include evaluating players through the NFL and 
the college ranks, assembling the team’s roster, and signing 
players to contracts.
“Joe is a tremendous person, incredibly smart and hard-
working,” says Howie Roseman, Eagles executive vice pres-
ident of football operations. “He has great leadership ability 
and a great eye for talent. His strength is his ability to build 
a team and to articulate his vision through his scouts. For 
him it’s all about the people and being around good people. 
That’s a reflection of who he, his wife, and family are.” 
When the former high school football standout started at 
Richmond, he never gave “much thought to life after foot-
ball,” he says. “I thought I would play at Richmond and have 
a career in the NFL. I wasn’t thinking about the odds.”
His first-semester performance in the classroom suffered 
until then-Spider football head coach Jim Reid intervened. 
“He was an old-school coach, very demanding,” Douglas 
says. “Discipline meant a lot to him. That changed my life at 
Richmond. He whipped me back into shape physically and 
academically. He was tough, but it was what I needed.”
Realizing he wasn’t going to play for the NFL, Douglas 
chose to pursue personnel scouting. 
“I wanted to go somewhere and learn,” he says, explaining 
why he spent 15 years with the Ravens. “I wanted to stay in 
one place and get as much knowledge as I could.” 
His passion for the game, coupled with his natural 
instincts, insight, and down-to-earth attitude, has put him 
on the short list of potential NFL general managers. But 
that’s not on his mind at the moment.
As someone who helped end the Eagles’ Super Bowl 
drought, Douglas understands how much the team means to 
the city of Philadelphia, where 73,000 fans packed into Lin-
coln Financial Field to celebrate when the team brought the 
Lombardi trophy home to Philadelphia. 
“The intensity scale was through the roof,”  he says. “To 
see that energy and that love and passion in the moment was 
an exciting feeling.”
The 2018 season this fall will be different because they are 
now the team to beat. 
“We are going from the hunter to the hunted,” he says. 
“Each day and each week every team is loading up to beat us 
and say they are better than us. It’s going to require a differ-
ent mindset and even more focus.”
Joan Tupponce is a freelance writer based in Richmond. 
Five decades after the first Super Bowl, Philadelphia finally lifted the 
Lombardi trophy. Eagle-eyed Joe Douglas, ’99, spotted the talent  
that the team brought together to win it all.
IN  THE  TRENCHES
Douglas made his 
mark on the field as 
a Spider lineman, 
while coming up with 
a game plan for after 
his playing career.
By Joan Tupponce
U N I V E R S I T Y  o f  R I C H M O N D  P L A Y B O O K
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STAY CONNECTED
A  L O Y A L  
A L U M N U S
In addition to tail-
gating, Gutenberger 
plans to continue his 
longtime service as 
a volunteer for his 
class reunion and is 
identifying other op-
portunities to remain 
an active alumnus. 
“I had a lot of fun 
and developed a lot 
of great relationships 
[as VP] that I want to 
maintain,” he said. 
“That was the best 
part of the job.”
Save the date
Campus will host Homecoming Weekend 
Nov. 2–4. The centerpiece, as always, is the 
tailgate and football game, but festivities will 
be happening all weekend.
The Spiders have a five-game home win-
ning streak against this year’s opponent, the 
Villanova Wildcats. Kickoff is 3 p.m. For the 
full schedule and registration information, go 
to alumni.richmond.edu/homecoming.
#TBT
Every Thursday, @urichmond throws it back 
on social media. These summer posts  
definitely make it #followworthy. 
urichmond Do you really think we’d let the 
first day of summer pass without our annual 
declaration of the start of #jorts season? Stay 
cool out there, #Spiders. 
urichmond Oh hey — didn’t see you there. 
Don’t mind us, we’re just pedaling through 
some old yearbook photos. #TBT Swipe  
for more.  
urichmond Why do these #Spiders look like 
they’re about to drop the hottest mixtape of 
the 20th century? #TBT
LEADERSHIP
For Tom Gutenberger, B’87, tailgating 
before Spider football games this sea-
son will be different than it has been 
in recent years. For one, he’ll trade his 
jacket and tie for a T-shirt, sweatshirt, 
or whatever else he wants. For the first 
time in years, he’ll be off the clock.
After 10 years as UR’s chief of fund-
raising and alumni outreach, Guten-
berger is stepping down from his 
position of vice president for advance-
ment, which he’s held since July 2008.
“For me, it was the pinnacle of my 
career to come back and work at my 
alma mater,” he said. “I thought I’d be 
here a long time. In higher ed fund-
raising, 10 years is a really long time. 
I knew that after working at my alma 
mater, another higher ed institution 
wouldn’t have been as satisfying.”
He leaves for the top fundraising 
position at the Virginia Museum of 
Fine Arts. 
“I look at them like I looked at UR 
when I came: a sophisticated place 
that could do better fundraising-wise,” 
he said. “It has a great story but an 
opportunity to grow.”
Growth has been constant for UR’s 
development and alumni relations 
efforts under Gutenberger’s leader-
ship. During his tenure, UR com-
bined its career services and alumni 
relations offices and doubled alumni 
attendance at Reunion Weekend and 
regional events. On the fundraising 
side, UR exceeded a $150 million cam-
paign goal, launched the Richmond 
Guarantee, which funds summer 
internship and research opportuni-
ties for all students, and funded the 
construction of the Queally Center for 
Admission and Career Services.
“Everything I did here, I tried to look 
at the long term and develop pride 
among alums,” he said. “When people 
are proud, they get involved and talk 
about the place. Then everything else 
falls into place.”
Goodbye to the tie
H E  W A S  A L W A Y S  A N  A L U M  F I R S T
After a decade leading UR’s alumni engagement efforts,  
Tom Gutenberger, B’87, is back to tailgating with the rest of us.
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Biz hall of famer
The Robins School of Business inducted 
Melanie Healey, B’83, into its Hall of Fame. 
She is the third inductee since its creation 
in 2016.  
Healey has more than 30 years of global 
and operational experience in companies 
including Procter & Gamble, Johnson & 
Johnson, and S.C. Johnson in Brazil, Mexico, 
Venezuela, and the United States. She is 
on the board of directors for Verizon, Target, 
Hilton, and PPG, and is a former trustee of 
the University of Richmond.
Posthumous champion
During the NFL’s strike-marred 1987 season, 
Spider punter and kicker Brendan Toibin, 
R’86, spent a brief period as a replacement 
player for the Washington Redskins. Records 
show that he played in one game, a 28-21 
win over the St. Louis Cardinals. He missed 
two field goal attempts but went four for four 
on extra points.
The replacement players went 3-0 for 
Washington by the time the strike was settled. 
All of the wins came against division rivals, 
setting the team up for its playoff run and 
Super Bowl championship that season. Yet, 
when it came time for Super Bowl rings to 
be awarded, players like Toibin — derided by 
many back then as “scabs” — were snubbed.
No longer. This summer, the Washing-
ton organization contacted as many of the 
replacement players as it could locate and 
invited them to a ceremony at Redskins Park. 
Toibin wasn’t there to receive his ring. 
He passed away in 2013. His brother Brian 
accepted it on his behalf, and the Spiders 
gained a remarkable Super Bowl champion. 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS
In the final 10 days of June, alumni 
and friends stepped up to celebrate 
the place that brings us together and 
support the students who are here 
today. During the Spider Challenge, 
an annual giving competition, 1,350 
donors contributed more than $335,000 
to support areas across the university.
The challenge capped a fiscal year 
in which more than 11,000 donors 
— nearly 90 percent of them alumni 
— supported Richmond. Just under 
1,900 parents of students and alumni 
also made gifts. 
When the fiscal year ended June 30, 
total gifts and support to the university 
topped $21.3 million — $400,000 of 
which came through gifts of $100 or 
less. These gifts not only support stu-
dents here today but also help recruit 
the students of tomorrow. Alumni 
involvement with the university, includ-
ing through giving, is an important 
measure that external organizations  
use when ranking Richmond relative  
to other schools or recommending 
Richmond to prospective students. 
“Thank you, Spiders,” read a July 
email to donors from the office of 
annual giving. “Your gifts benefit our 
students and strengthen the entire 
Spider community.” 
During the late-June Spider Chal-
lenge, “Support what means the most 
to you” was the call. Spider athletics 
drew the highest number of gifts, fol-
lowed closely by the UR annual fund. 
The Robins School of Business and the 
School of Arts and Sciences finished 
neck and neck, with Robins claiming 
third place by a single gift. 
GOLD alumni — higher-ed speak 
for “graduates of the last decade” 
— made nearly 20 percent of the 
gifts received during the challenge. 
Because Jepson alumni met a mini-
goal during the challenge, they will be 
treated to brunch with Dean Sandra 
Peart during Homecoming. Gifts 
came from as near as on campus and 
as far as Alaska, Portugal, Tanzania, 
and Denmark.
Thank you, Spiders
SPIDER PRIDE
W E L L  D O N E
Alumni supported today’s students with a bump in giving during June’s Spider Challenge.
QUOTATION
“I’m constantly running at a neck- 
 breaking pace. This is when I do best.”
Entrepreneur and baker ASHLEY FOXEN, ’10, the subject of a new Food  
Network show called Reality Cupcakes. She started her company, Reality Bites 
Cupcakes, in her mother’s kitchen a couple of years after graduation.
L E A D E R S H I P 
A N D  S E R V I C E
Gifts came in from 
members of 23 Greek 
organizations, 
including all 16 cur-
rently on campus. 
Lambda Chi Alpha 
took top honors 
during the Spider 
Challenge. Pi Beta 
Phi and Delta 
Gamma placed sec-
ond and third, respec-
tively. Delta Delta 
Delta and Kappa 
Alpha Theta rounded 
out the top five. 
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ORIGIN STORY
I was changing planes 
in an American airport 
when I met a man who I 
surmised was probably 
from India. We ended up 
having a conversation.
He said that what I do 
sounded interesting and 
then asked, “I’m here 
working with Americans. 
What advice do you have 
for me?” I gave him a 
few tips. As he left he 
said, “You should write 
a book.”
MY FATHER
My parents were 
Midwestern farmers, 
and my father came 
back from World 
War II a hero. The 
foreign service was 
just being created 
then, and they were 
looking for people 
like him. He was 
plucked to be part of 
it. You go for three 
years. It was almost 
like he’d come home 
every three years 
and say, “Well, we’re 
going to Taipei.” 
MY EARLY TRAVELS
I was very young 
in Taipei, and then 
he was stationed in 
Washington, D.C., 
and then we went to 
London. We came 
back for a year, and 
then we went to New 
Delhi, India.   
MY FORMATIVE 
YEARS
That period in New 
Delhi was pivotal for 
my perception and 
development. 
I went to an 
international school 
funded by the U.S. 
government. It also 
brought in embassy 
dependents. There 
were Kenyans, 
French, English, 
Egyptians. My 
French teacher was 
a Hindu woman, 
and my science 
teacher was a guy 
from Missouri.
When I returned 
to the U.S., I was a 
duck out of water. I 
hadn’t watched TV 
in three years.
MY MAJOR
Studying psychology 
was an attempt to 
answer my pri-
mordial question 
about who I am. 
After graduating 
from Richmond, I 
defaulted to what I 
knew and joined the 
Peace Corps. 
MY INSIGHT
Three weeks after 
graduating, I was 
on a plane to Iran. 
I was in a small 
village, totally 
immersed in Farsi. 
That’s when I really 
began to under-
stand that it was 
more than psychol-
ogy, that there’s 
something called 
cross-cultural com-
munication — the 
mixture of psy-
chology, sociology, 
anthropology. All of 
those together. 
That led me to 
graduate school at 
the School for Inter-
national Training in 
Vermont.  
MY PHILOSOPHY
My fi rst exposure 
to Buddhism was 
a survey course at 
Richmond called 
Non-Western 
Religions. I became 
curious, and then I 
discovered Tibetan 
Buddhism. 
Buddhism is a 
philosophy of how 
to live one’s life. It’s 
how to show up and 
be present. I wasn’t 
looking for Bud-
dhism. I was looking 
for something that 
helped me make 
sense of my world. 
I was interested in 
meditation.
MY JOB
In 1994, I started to 
consult on my own. 
Someone will ap-
proach me and say, 
“Some Brazilians are 
moving to the Unit-
ed States, and they 
need to understand 
how to work in this 
environment.”
Tonight, I’m a 
resource for a 
British couple 
in London. I’m 
going to Skype 
with them 
about what to 
expect when they 
move to Colorado. 
MY BOOK 
I’ve been writing this 
book for most of my 
career, and I didn’t 
know it. Initially 
my target audience 
was Indians in India 
working with Amer-
icans, but as I dove 
into it, I realized it’s 
for Indians wherever 
they are.
MY ADVICE
Keep an open mind. 
That’s easy to say 
but not always easy 
to do. But be open 
to different be-
ing not wrong. 
Be curious 
and be willing 
not to judge. 
That’s extremely 
important.
A  T R A N S L AT O R  O F  C U LT U R E 
David Sanford, R’73, turned his childhood 
growing up around the world into his life’s 
work. He’s just published his  rst book, 
Spilling the Beans: A Guide for Indians to 
Understand and Communicate Successfully 
with U.S. Americans.  
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IT HAPPENED 
LIKE THIS: A LIFE 
IN ALASKA 
ADRIENNE HALL 
LINDHOLM, W’95
This coming-of-
age memoir takes 
readers on an 
intimate journey into 
adulthood and the 
depth and comfort 
of wilderness. “You 
won’t fi nd a better 
marriage proposal, 
or bear encounter, 
or life lesson from a 
mother moose than 
the ones hiding in 
these pages,” one 
reviewer writes.
 
GOVERNANCE OF 
ARCTIC SHIPPING
KRISTINE DALAKER 
KRAABEL, W’92 and 
L’97, ed. 
In this guide for 
specialists, Kraabel 
and other experts 
identify and examine 
issues that are be-
coming more press-
ing as Arctic ice 
recedes and ship-
ping there increases. 
“The backstory to 
the book may be of 
greater interest,” she 
writes. It arose from 
a presentation she 
made at Richmond’s 
School of Law in 
2016.
GRANDPA’S TENT
THE REV. MARY 
DAVILA, ’98, and 
THE REV. SARAH 
KINNEY, ’99 
“This book deals 
with topics that 
most people would 
really rather not 
talk about,” Davila 
told an interviewer. 
“People feel afraid to 
bring up the subject 
of death, and they 
don’t feel equipped 
to answer children’s 
questions. If this 
book brings comfort 
… then our work has 
been fruitful.”
    
THE FIELD GUIDE TO 
OCEAN VOYAGING
ED SOBEY, R’69
This color guide is a 
“primer for anyone 
who will be voyaging 
on the ocean,” 
writes Sobey, who 
earned his doctorate 
in oceanography. 
“It doesn’t tell you 
everything about the 
ocean, only those 
things you are most 
likely to see. I have 
traveled hundreds of 
thousands of miles 
on ships, boats, and 
kayaks.”
BOOKS
U N I V E R S I T Y  of  R I C H M O N D A L U M N I
COMMUNITY
Everyone wins
Some alumni visit their old classrooms 
when they return to campus. For a 
group of 11 who came back in July, 
the place to go was the court at the 
Robins Center.
Former men’s basketball guards Ced-
rick Lindsay, ’14, and Kendall Anthony, 
’15, organized a reunion game that 
attracted an estimated crowd of 350 to 
the Robins Center. The other players 
were Terry Allen, ’16, Darien Broth-
ers, ’13, T.J. Cline, ’17, Trey Davis, ’16, 
Chase Fletcher, ’17, ShawnDre’ Jones, 
’17, John Moran, ’16, Deion Taylor, ’16, 
and Marshall Wood, ’17. 
The game was low-key, and the vibe 
in the building was decidedly friendly, 
though it was impossible not to enjoy 
the obvious competitiveness between 
Jones and Anthony as they guarded 
one another with amused but deter-
mined grins.
After two halves and a brief overtime, 
they took the microphone to thank 
everyone for coming and off ered a wish.
“Hopefully, we can do this every 
year for you guys,” Cline said.
That got one of the loudest rounds 
of applause.
CLASSNOTES@RICHMOND.EDU
‘SPIDER SPAWN’? Brian McCormack, R’91, sent us 
an irresistible class note right on deadline. He had 
us hooked at “Spider Spawn Reunion.” We’ll publish 
it in full next issue, but here’s the gist. 
Every year on Amelia Island, Florida, McCormack 
gets together with three of his Sigma Chi buddies, 
along with their spouses, seven Spiders total among 
them. Their 13 kids, ages 12 to 18, all come along. 
“We go out on boat trips, have a kids’ ‘beach Olympics,’ hold barbecues, and generally spend 
every waking moment together for four days each July or August,” McCormack writes. 
This year, the families celebrated their eighth Spider: Maeve McCormack, ’22, the oldest 
child of the four families. She started at Richmond this fall. 
“Hopefully, more Spiders to come!” her dad writes.
T O O  S O O N ?
Is Reunion Weekend 
2019 already on our 
calendar? You bet. It’s 
May 31 to June 2.
S M I L E S  A L L  A R O U N D
A reunion of recent Spider basketball alumni made for a fun afternoon in Robins.
2019
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We welcome your news. Send information to your 
class secretary or directly to the magazine at classnotes 
@richmond.edu. Or you may mail it to the magazine at 
Puryear Hall • 118 UR Drive • University of Richmond, 
VA 23173. Please include your class year and, if appropri-
ate, maiden name. For your children, please include birth 
dates rather than ages. Photographs of alumni are welcome 
and encouraged. Please note that the magazine does not 
publish news of engagements or pregnancies. Information 
may take up to two issues to publish. Class notes do not 
appear on the magazine’s website.
The magazine uses undergraduate degree designations for 
graduates through 1992, and law, graduate, and honorary 
degree designations for all years.
 B Robins School of Business 
 C School of Professional and Continuing Studies 
 G Graduate School of Arts and Sciences
 GB Richard S. Reynolds Graduate School of Business 
GC  Graduate School of Professional and Continuing Studies 
 H Honorary Degree 
 L School of Law
 R Richmond College
 W Westhampton College
’33 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio 
et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga. 
Occae lantibeaquo blaut eumquiam, temperum ipic tem 
ut aut as sunt quidem aribust dolecabo. Nonsequatur aut 
aborum nonessi verum aut fuga.
’37 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio 
et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’39 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio 
et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’40 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio 
et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’41 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugitat-
urem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru mqui-
store anisquam non nihil ima vollo 
dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio et 
occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’42 
IN MEMORIAM
Ullorae ritium qui nobit, ea vitas 
doloreprorio quamusandae cor-
por aut aute resequiatem ut rerum 
atianih ilibea nistium aut eatempelique nobit prereri 
onsequaepuda volorrum nonserae. Ovid eium simagni-
milit aut officiisqui blaut illaut aruptis eum inciet que 
minturi omnimpo reiume perum endello rempossed ut 
ipsunt lautatet volor re debis sequo et, nisciam et volup-
taque niam repro ipitatas explabo. Nem ex et excesto bea 
volorem reheniasit maionem quo et laborem eturis nulpa 
earchitas doloris ma vent.
’43 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio 
et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’45 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio 
et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’47 
IN MEMORIAM
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugitat-
urem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru mqui-
store anisquam non nihil ima vollo 
dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui nam veruptatio et 
occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis que plam fuga.
’48 
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugitat-
urem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru mqui-
store anisquam non nihil ima vollo 
dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim qui 
nam veruptatio et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea ventis 
que plam fuga.
IN MEMORIAM
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
Re auda velest paribus ciendus, sandi demquam 
archillum harcia derum sumquia des elic to quam que 
qui voluptassum nus eum et fuga. Disquia vidit, id utem 
quiae min restiis velique conseniam doluptas ni con per-
ori quo bla autemo iduntibuscia necus audae maiorior 
assum incil et pa qui volor sera dolendipitas qui doluptati 
dolut re, cusaectatem dolupiet optaeribus, accusdae 
comnim quo voloratqui omnis aceribus res endit es et 
officillo occulpa is excea arum dolorpo rporror atiate 
venduscipic temolut rati omnihil ex eictis aut aut doles 
aut ditatia qui incti ut ipsa quosa simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
Re auda velest paribus ciendus, sandi demquam 
archillum harcia derum sumquia des elic to quam que 
qui voluptassum nus eum et fuga. Disquia vidit, id utem 
quiae min restiis velique conseniam doluptas ni con per-
ori quo bla autemo iduntibuscia necus audae maiorior 
assum incil et pa qui volor sera dolendipitas qui doluptati 
dolut re, cusaectatem dolupiet optaeribus, accusdae 
comnim quo voloratqui omnis aceribus res endit es et 
officillo occulpa is excea arum dolorpo rporror atiate 
venduscipic temolut rati omnihil ex eictis aut aut doles 
aut ditatia qui incti ut ipsa quosa simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
’49 
 
SEE YOU AT REUNION WEEKEND 
MAY 31–JUNE 2, 2019
Ferrum dolupta spiendiatur? Quiam explantius, apis 
dentum dolorro te es etusaeped magniet ventesto quiscia 
con experunt ullaudi stiate ommoditibus aceperae quam 
consequo quam quia dis doles reriorem voloribus.
Bust, quaestis assuntione quunt di acesenisti a que 
vollabo rercidem in nemporepuda quaepelent.
IN MEMORIAM
Me rem quist, ipidignihit officiunto dolupit ibusame 
nturis est quid minctoris ea poribusaped quasped eius 
reseque et enis ernam nonsect iossinc ienissi quatis inte 
sin nobis rem fuga. Omnit modis as aut et mosto quae 
sandellaut lam dolor a es enet ius ut ant lant vollati to 
quodi rest, sinus am volorep eliberi dundelentio quia il 
modistem suntota temporem ne quae voles resequatur 
aut audicto dignati desequa tatque.
’50 
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim 
faccaeperum venti incia nos 
voluptatur?
Re auda velest paribus ciendus, 
sandi demquam archillum harcia derum sumquia des 
elic to quam que qui voluptassum nus eum et fuga. Dis-
quia vidit, id utem quiae min restiis velique conseniam 
doluptas ni con perori quo bla autemo iduntibuscia 
necus audae maiorior assum incil et pa qui volor sera 
dolendipitas qui doluptati dolut re, cusaectatem dolu-
piet optaeribus, accusdae comnim quo voloratqui omnis 
aceribus res endit es et officillo occulpa is excea arum 
dolorpo rporror atiate venduscipic temolut rati omnihil 
ex eictis aut aut doles aut ditatia qui incti ut ipsa quosa 
simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
IN MEMORIAM
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
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Re auda velest paribus ciendus, sandi demquam 
archillum harcia derum sumquia des elic to quam que 
qui voluptassum nus eum et fuga. Disquia vidit, id utem 
quiae min restiis velique conseniam doluptas ni con per-
ori quo bla autemo iduntibuscia necus audae maiorior 
assum incil et pa qui volor sera dolendipitas qui doluptati 
dolut re, cusaectatem dolupiet optaeribus, accusdae 
comnim quo voloratqui omnis aceribus res endit es et 
officillo occulpa is excea arum dolorpo rporror atiate 
venduscipic temolut rati omnihil ex eictis aut aut doles 
aut ditatia qui incti ut ipsa quosa simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
’51 
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaepe-
rum venti incia nos voluptatur?
Re auda velest paribus ciendus, 
sandi demquam archillum harcia 
derum sumquia des elic to quam que qui voluptas-
sum nus eum et fuga. Disquia vidit, id utem quiae min 
restiis velique conseniam doluptas ni con perori quo bla 
autemo iduntibuscia necus audae maiorior assum incil 
et pa qui volor sera dolendipitas qui doluptati dolut re, 
cusaectatem dolupiet optaeribus, accusdae comnim quo 
voloratqui omnis aceribus res endit es et officillo occulpa 
is excea arum dolorpo rporror atiate venduscipic temolut 
rati omnihil ex eictis aut aut doles aut ditatia qui incti ut 
ipsa quosa simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
IN MEMORIAM
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
Re auda velest paribus ciendus, sandi demquam 
archillum harcia derum sumquia des elic to quam que 
qui voluptassum nus eum et fuga. Disquia vidit, id utem 
quiae min restiis velique conseniam doluptas ni con per-
ori quo bla autemo iduntibuscia necus audae maiorior 
assum incil et pa qui volor sera dolendipitas qui doluptati 
dolut re, cusaectatem dolupiet optaeribus, accusdae 
comnim quo voloratqui omnis aceribus res endit es et 
officillo occulpa is excea arum dolorpo rporror atiate 
venduscipic temolut rati omnihil ex eictis aut aut doles 
aut ditatia qui incti ut ipsa quosa simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
’52 
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim 
qui nam veruptatio et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea 
ventis que plam fuga. Occae lantibeaquo blaut eum-
quiam, temperum ipic tem ut aut as sunt quidem aribust 
dolecabo. Nonsequatur aut aborum nonessi verum aut 
fuga. Ro id et doluptate pelles endipis vidunt repudit 
atem faces numquis velestia dolecae sit et inimus, uten-
daecto enimporrum et officil liquide commolore, qui si 
volores trumet dolupta epudissunt, occae venis etur, offi-
ciet fuga. Itas doloreritam fugia nihiligenis es consequ 
atecept aturerc hiliqui rerum faccus, sus mo dolo od quia 
ati aut occum everum hitium quo essiniet quisquassit 
qui atia soloriam, occupti ut fugit quat dolore, escitius 
ut magnatis doluptiiste nis debite invelicit aut fugitium 
adisimin evelibust explandi que nis etur? Quis res mag-
nim fuga. Itatque cus nienihi tatetur?
Ullorae ritium qui nobit, ea vitas doloreprorio qua-
musandae corpor aut aute resequiatem ut rerum atianih 
ilibea nistium aut eatempelique nobit prereri onsequae-
puda volorrum nonserae. Ovid eium simagnimilit aut 
officiisqui blaut illaut aruptis eum inciet que minturi 
omnimpo reiume perum endello rempossed ut ipsunt 
lautatet volor re debis sequo et, nisciam et voluptaque 
niam repro ipitatas explabo. Nem ex et excesto bea vol-
orem reheniasit maionem quo et laborem eturis nulpa 
earchitas doloris ma vent.
Harchitio et qui volestio. Ut quaecto tatium, que 
voloruptis sequo ex erum ipsandi ciaspellut volupti id 
quaerum quaestotas eventio reium, quibuscitiam volesti-
atem sit est fuga. Olum, te venim et, volupta tionsernatia 
nostrum ratem etur mi, veria vel magnat doluptae arum 
nonsed qui berferionet et volo.
Ullorae ritium qui nobit, ea vitas doloreprorio qua-
musandae corpor aut aute resequiatem ut rerum atianih 
ilibea nistium aut eatempelique nobit prereri onsequae-
puda volorrum nonserae. Ovid eium simagnimilit aut 
officiisqui blaut illaut aruptis eum inciet que minturi 
omnimpo reiume perum endello rempossed ut ipsunt 
lautatet volor re debis sequo et, nisciam et voluptaque 
niam repro ipitatas explabo. Nem ex et excesto bea vol-
orem reheniasit maionem quo et laborem eturis nulpa 
earchitas doloris ma vent.
’53 
Agnatemqui beatur as accum fugi-
taturem hiliqui occus, ut plaboru 
mquistore anisquam non nihil ima 
vollo dolore velendi sitatust, cuscim 
qui nam veruptatio et occus ipsam, natet accaborecea 
ventis que plam fuga. Occae lantibeaquo blaut eum-
quiam, temperum ipic tem ut aut as sunt quidem aribust 
dolecabo. Nonsequatur aut aborum nonessi verum aut 
fuga. Ro id et doluptate pelles endipis vidunt repudit 
atem faces numquis velestia dolecae sit et inimus, uten-
daecto enimporrum et officil liquide commolore, qui si 
volores trumet dolupta epudissunt, occae venis etur, offi-
ciet fuga. Itas doloreritam fugia nihiligenis es consequ 
atecept aturerc hiliqui rerum faccus, sus mo dolo od quia 
ati aut occum everum hitium quo essiniet quisquassit 
qui atia soloriam, occupti ut fugit quat dolore, escitius 
ut magnatis doluptiiste nis debite invelicit aut fugitium 
adisimin evelibust explandi que nis etur? Quis res mag-
nim fuga. Itatque cus nienihi tatetur?
Ullorae ritium qui nobit, ea vitas doloreprorio qua-
musandae corpor aut aute resequiatem ut rerum atianih 
ilibea nistium aut eatempelique nobit prereri onsequae-
puda volorrum nonserae. Ovid eium simagnimilit aut 
officiisqui blaut illaut aruptis eum inciet que minturi 
omnimpo reiume perum endello rempossed ut ipsunt 
lautatet volor re debis sequo et, nisciam et voluptaque 
niam repro ipitatas explabo. Nem ex et excesto bea vol-
orem reheniasit maionem quo et laborem eturis nulpa 
earchitas doloris ma vent.
Harchitio et qui volestio. Ut quaecto tatium, que 
voloruptis sequo ex erum ipsandi ciaspellut volupti id 
quaerum quaestotas eventio reium, quibuscitiam volesti-
atem sit est fuga. Olum, te venim et, volupta tionsernatia 
nostrum ratem etur mi, veria vel magnat doluptae arum 
nonsed qui berferionet et volo.
Ullorae ritium qui nobit, ea vitas doloreprorio qua-
musandae corpor aut aute resequiatem ut rerum atianih 
ilibea nistium aut eatempelique nobit prereri onsequae-
puda volorrum nonserae. Ovid eium simagnimilit aut 
officiisqui blaut illaut aruptis eum inciet que minturi 
omnimpo reiume perum endello rempossed ut ipsunt 
lautatet volor re debis sequo et, nisciam et voluptaque 
niam repro ipitatas explabo. Nem ex et excesto bea vol-
orem reheniasit maionem quo et laborem eturis nulpa 
earchitas doloris ma vent.
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Maximporpore porio. Nam, quibus nis dolupta diatem 
ex et ute perspedi rersper spienim oluptat iassinullab 
ipitio coremod qui consequi rerumet quaspel loreperis 
et voluptatur reperro reptatem voluptiat rem ut accum 
quiamus.
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
IN MEMORIAM
Maximporpore porio. Nam, quibus nis dolupta diatem 
ex et ute perspedi rersper spienim oluptat iassinullab 
ipitio coremod qui consequi rerumet quaspel loreperis 
et voluptatur reperro reptatem voluptiat rem ut accum 
quiamus.
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
’55 
Am que corrumetur aut alicia sint 
optur? Quis am sandaer ferestibus, 
ut a veritaturem dolumqui dem ius 
que vellupt atectur? Ut re ne volup-
tassit, aut faceratus se laborem in non pro vendaerro 
ident volupta sinctaturem aborum rerrorem inimaiosa il 
et facerehenit autemquis ex evelit, ium et porum et fugi-
tatius dis acimilit, voluptior molupid qui beaque ditas 
et quodi bla quos sinto custistrum hillate que lam nis in 
eum as culparu ptatiis mos estrum veleni odigenisque 
velecta volor aut autate dolessi magnis experum, aspero 
maionem dus, idi aut laceprore iusdae comnihici iusam 
at vit aut a vellore doluptas que pro ium escil milis debis 
nonestotas enis earum et labo. Torem rem. Ipsam quas 
ra eat velesciist erspere, cus, odit quosanda ium enducil-
lorum lant dolorei cipsanis auta anda necae qui quia dis 
et et adi qui a pedi nihit aut etur sae verionsenda ium 
ad ea sita sus ant esti rem quiatatiatis sumquidiame 
periscipsa nim quam haris aut dolum fuga. Xeritiatis 
nistior eperchi litate nosam, sunda perenem essimincti 
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In the moment, it seemed like a good idea. 
Jon Lewis, R’73, inflamed by President 
Richard Nixon’s “Cambodian Campaign” and 
the killing of Kent State University students 
by Ohio National Guardsmen, organized a 
protest on UR’s campus on May 10, 1970. 
Fresh from attending an anti-Vietnam War 
demonstration in Washington, D.C., where 
organizers urged participants to return to 
their institutions and establish their own 
campus-based movements, Lewis gathered 
“a handful” of his peers in the Freeman 
Hall parking lot. The group marched on the 
university’s ROTC building and then made 
its way to President George Modlin’s home, 
packing the front lawn.
“The whole incident was very sponta-
neous,” said Lewis, who recounted the 
incident this summer for a Boatwright Library 
staff member gathering oral histories. “I 
can assure you that six hours before this hap-
pened, nobody was planning or thinking it.”
As pictured in The Collegian, Lewis made 
quite the impression. But in his recollection, 
the reality was far more anticlimactic, thanks 
to Modlin’s deft handling of the situation.
Modlin came out to his front steps and 
asked Lewis to speak his piece. After in-
structing his fellow students to quiet down, 
Lewis shared his belief that the university 
should take a position on Vietnam. The 
president ended the respectful conversation, 
telling the first-year student that he wouldn’t 
discuss it that evening, but they could re-
sume the conversation in the morning. 
When Lewis and Richard Newman, another 
of the march’s leaders, reported to Modlin’s 
office the next morning, the president took on 
the role of disciplinarian. Modlin, flanked by 
other administrators, “didn’t mince words,” 
Lewis said. He told the pair that the protest 
frightened his wife and disturbed “the tran-
quility of the home.” Then he called Lewis’ 
father, spoke with him a few moments, and 
handed the receiver to a mortified Lewis. 
After the call, Modlin and Lewis agreed that 
nothing similar would occur in the future, 
and Lewis left disappointed at being unable 
to engage in a deeper dialogue with Modlin 
about the war.
In retrospect, Lewis is “grateful for the way 
things turned out,” he said. He was surprised 
to learn that Modlin made an administrative 
record of their interaction, now preserved by 
the Virginia Baptist Historical Society in a 
folder called “Dr. Modlin’s Student Unrest.” 
In it, Modlin called Lewis “a fine young man.”
“I’ve grown to respect Dr. Modlin for the 
way he managed that,” said Lewis, who went 
on to a four-decade career as an educator 
in Virginia. “Looking back as a principal 
and school superintendent, when you have 
responsibility for other people’s children, it’s 
a huge responsibility.”
Acknowledging that his outspoken, 
anti-war bloc “were outliers” in the conser-
vative culture of the university, Lewis now 
has a more nuanced view of his shirtless, 
bell-bottom-wearing youth.
“I think my heart was in the right place 
back then, but I don’t know that I was really 
mature enough or sophisticated enough to be 
able to really come up with a plan to promote 
my view,” he said. “One of the reasons I’m 
so fond of the University of Richmond is …
you’re just under this kind of umbrella of 
support and concern.”
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After graduation, Lewis 
enjoyed a long tenure in 
Virginia’s public schools 
bookended by positions 
in Richmond Public 
Schools. After starting his 
career in education as an 
English teacher at Thom-
as Jefferson High School, 
he served as an assistant 
principal, principal, 
assistant superintendent, 
and superintendent in 
several Virginia school 
districts, concluding with 
a stint as interim director 
of the Maggie L. Walker 
Governor’s School.
Get off his lawn 
As Vietnam War protests roiled college campuses, Jonathan Lewis, R’73, 
ensured that then-President George Modlin knew exactly where he stood on  
the conflict — by leading a protest on the front lawn of  Modlin’s home.
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ditius ape volupti cum lab ipitium ut es quiant destem 
vitestis dipsant eos am qui sin eaque modignihil maior 
ad explamu saperia quam, sit porum ea nos mossundis 
nam, sequodic tet ad maionet doluptis explant pel in 
cus, cus maiorer uptatur esciati orepelendus sa conse-
quis etur renihitas et quis custiur moluptas sant la vol-
orem dolende sandam et magnimu saessit eaquunt, quas 
explaut fuga. Pid mo vent, susame omniet et alignate 
mi, comnis aliquae ma nusam fugit, sit aciisquiae sum 
aut eum reperitaqui omnimodis et eos apidit aut utem-
porest modit ende conse quibus soluptati corit earchit 
assunderatur resentem dem est quiatum que rat harum 
doluptatiur? Imusam si officiatet omnis eatur aborend 
igenimolut adictaquas ea dolliqui voluptatur? Qui cusa 
dolut rem doluta que core doloris dolendi culla intiundi 
blabore ptumendae sam, etur aut eium adi blabo. Latur 
ressus porem is simaximus de pe et dolorum conescip-
sum voluptur?
Maximporpore porio. Nam, quibus nis dolupta diatem 
ex et ute perspedi rersper spienim oluptat iassinullab 
ipitio coremod qui consequi rerumet quaspel loreperis 
et voluptatur reperro reptatem voluptiat rem ut accum 
quiamus.
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
Re auda velest paribus ciendus, sandi demquam 
archillum harcia derum sumquia des elic to quam que 
qui voluptassum nus eum et fuga. Disquia vidit, id utem 
quiae min restiis velique conseniam doluptas ni con per-
ori quo bla autemo iduntibuscia necus audae maiorior 
assum incil et pa qui volor sera dolendipitas qui doluptati 
dolut re, cusaectatem dolupiet optaeribus, accusdae 
comnim quo voloratqui omnis aceribus res endit es et 
officillo occulpa is excea arum dolorpo rporror atiate 
venduscipic temolut rati omnihil ex eictis aut aut doles 
aut ditatia qui incti ut ipsa quosa simagna turestiunt.
Apelis et as doluptatetum ex et premolo od qui ber-
spitis por suntiume comnimollum quas explisit landa 
simusapis etur, ut venihicium voluptae. Epro del is et 
audanda ectatqu isitas volenda menisqui sequae nus.
IN MEMORIAM
Temos nist, conem harum cum re rentur remporerem lat 
undeliquam quassectores aperatio consequi vero offictis 
doluptas ernatincium fugit quam, tem nonectam et, cup-
tae. Dolorerum iminusamus de dolut volor aut aliquam 
audipsum ut quaesequatem laborion pelique idelentibus 
soluptam eatur sum eum re vendi adis et volorpore ent 
aliam et, sitio. Ibusciur sandi consent labo. Ita nimagnat 
hicimin ex expere expernatur? 
’56 
Am que corrumetur aut alicia sint 
optur? Quis am sandaer ferestibus, 
ut a veritaturem dolumqui dem ius 
que vellupt atectur? Ut re ne volup-
tassit, aut faceratus se laborem in non pro vendaerro 
ident volupta sinctaturem aborum rerrorem inimaiosa il 
et facerehenit autemquis ex evelit, ium et porum et fugi-
tatius dis acimilit, voluptior molupid qui beaque ditas 
et quodi bla quos sinto custistrum hillate que lam nis in 
eum as culparu ptatiis mos estrum veleni odigenisque 
velecta volor aut autate dolessi magnis experum, aspero 
maionem dus, idi aut laceprore iusdae comnihici iusam 
at vit aut a vellore doluptas que pro ium escil milis debis 
nonestotas enis earum et labo. Torem rem. Ipsam quas 
ra eat velesciist erspere, cus, odit quosanda ium enducil-
lorum lant dolorei cipsanis auta anda necae qui quia dis 
et et adi qui a pedi nihit aut etur sae verionsenda ium 
ad ea sita sus ant esti rem quiatatiatis sumquidiame 
periscipsa nim quam haris aut dolum fuga. Xeritiatis 
nistior eperchi litate nosam, sunda perenem essimincti 
ditius ape volupti cum lab ipitium ut es quiant destem 
vitestis dipsant eos am qui sin eaque modignihil maior 
ad explamu saperia quam, sit porum ea nos mossundis 
nam, sequodic tet ad maionet doluptis explant pel in 
cus, cus maiorer uptatur esciati orepelendus sa conse-
quis etur renihitas et quis custiur moluptas sant la vol-
orem dolende sandam et magnimu saessit eaquunt, quas 
explaut fuga. Pid mo vent, susame omniet et alignate 
mi, comnis aliquae ma nusam fugit, sit aciisquiae sum 
aut eum reperitaqui omnimodis et eos apidit aut utem-
porest modit ende conse quibus soluptati corit earchit 
assunderatur resentem dem est quiatum que rat harum 
doluptatiur? Imusam si officiatet omnis eatur aborend 
igenimolut adictaquas ea dolliqui voluptatur? Qui cusa 
dolut rem doluta que core doloris dolendi culla intiundi 
blabore ptumendae sam, etur aut eium adi blabo. Latur 
ressus porem is simaximus de pe et dolorum conescip-
sum voluptur?
Maximporpore porio. Nam, quibus nis dolupta diatem 
ex et ute perspedi rersper spienim oluptat iassinullab 
ipitio coremod qui consequi rerumet quaspel loreperis 
et voluptatur reperro reptatem voluptiat rem ut accum 
quiamus.
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
IN MEMORIAM
Temos nist, conem harum cum re rentur remporerem lat 
undeliquam quassectores aperatio consequi vero offictis 
doluptas ernatincium fugit quam, tem nonectam et, cup-
tae. Dolorerum iminusamus de dolut volor aut aliquam 
audipsum ut quaesequatem laborion pelique idelentibus 
soluptam eatur sum eum re vendi adis et volorpore ent 
aliam et, sitio. Ibusciur sandi consent labo. Ita nimagnat 
hicimin ex expere expernatur? 
’57 
Am que corrumetur aut alicia sint 
optur? Quis am sandaer ferestibus, 
ut a veritaturem dolumqui dem ius 
que vellupt atectur? Ut re ne volup-
tassit, aut faceratus se laborem in non pro vendaerro 
ident volupta sinctaturem aborum rerrorem inimaiosa il 
et facerehenit autemquis ex evelit, ium et porum et fugi-
tatius dis acimilit, voluptior molupid qui beaque ditas 
et quodi bla quos sinto custistrum hillate que lam nis in 
eum as culparu ptatiis mos estrum veleni odigenisque 
velecta volor aut autate dolessi magnis experum, aspero 
maionem dus, idi aut laceprore iusdae comnihici iusam 
at vit aut a vellore doluptas que pro ium escil milis debis 
nonestotas enis earum et labo. Torem rem. Ipsam quas 
ra eat velesciist erspere, cus, odit quosanda ium enducil-
lorum lant dolorei cipsanis auta anda necae qui quia dis 
et et adi qui a pedi nihit aut etur sae verionsenda ium 
ad ea sita sus ant esti rem quiatatiatis sumquidiame 
periscipsa nim quam haris aut dolum fuga. Xeritiatis 
nistior eperchi litate nosam, sunda perenem essimincti 
ditius ape volupti cum lab ipitium ut es quiant destem 
vitestis dipsant eos am qui sin eaque modignihil maior 
ad explamu saperia quam, sit porum ea nos mossundis 
nam, sequodic tet ad maionet doluptis explant pel in 
cus, cus maiorer uptatur esciati orepelendus sa conse-
quis etur renihitas et quis custiur moluptas sant la vol-
orem dolende sandam et magnimu saessit eaquunt, quas 
explaut fuga. Pid mo vent, susame omniet et alignate 
mi, comnis aliquae ma nusam fugit, sit aciisquiae sum 
aut eum reperitaqui omnimodis et eos apidit aut utem-
porest modit ende conse quibus soluptati corit earchit 
assunderatur resentem dem est quiatum que rat harum 
doluptatiur? Imusam si officiatet omnis eatur aborend 
igenimolut adictaquas ea dolliqui voluptatur? Qui cusa 
dolut rem doluta que core doloris dolendi culla intiundi 
blabore ptumendae sam, etur aut eium adi blabo. Latur 
ressus porem is simaximus de pe et dolorum conescip-
sum voluptur?
Maximporpore porio. Nam, quibus nis dolupta diatem 
ex et ute perspedi rersper spienim oluptat iassinullab 
ipitio coremod qui consequi rerumet quaspel loreperis 
et voluptatur reperro reptatem voluptiat rem ut accum 
quiamus.
Ipitiae volenis inverepere sim faccaeperum venti incia 
nos voluptatur?
IN MEMORIAM
Temos nist, conem harum cum re rentur remporerem lat 
undeliquam quassectores aperatio consequi vero offictis 
doluptas ernatincium fugit quam, tem nonectam et, cup-
tae. Dolorerum iminusamus de dolut volor aut aliquam 
audipsum ut quaesequatem laborion pelique idelentibus 
soluptam eatur sum eum re vendi adis et volorpore ent 
aliam et, sitio. Ibusciur sandi consent labo. Ita nimagnat 
hicimin ex expere expernatur? 
’58 
Dendipsandit lautem. Nam quam, 
sam, officipid quo tecum faccullest 
ut vel il enihicillit et venimagnis 
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U N I V E R S I T Y  of  R I C H M O N D  N O T E S
During his undergraduate days, Mohammed 
Hadi, ’98, wrote for The Collegian and took 
some journalism classes. But as a political 
science major, becoming a journalist wasn’t 
in the offing. After graduating, he went to 
work for a New York hedge fund.
Hadi quickly realized that finance wasn’t 
his calling and switched gears — to reporting 
on it. Fifteen years into his journalism career, 
Hadi has been named the news director of 
The New York Times’ influential Business 
Day section. Looking back at his indecisive 
early 20s now brings a wry smile.
“I always had [journalism] in my head. 
The truth is, I didn’t have the guts to see 
it through then,” Hadi said. “For whatever 
reason, I just wasn’t focused enough. I just 
didn’t see that path when I was 21, but I did 
by the time I was 26.”
Hadi built his bona fides in the media 
industry steadily. After earning a master’s at 
Columbia University’s School of International 
and Public Affairs, he established himself as 
a respected international business journalist 
with his work as a reporter at the Dow Jones 
Newswire. He relocated to Hong Kong for a 
stretch, managing reporters all over the world 
for The Wall Street Journal and Bloomberg in 
Hong Kong. After returning to New York, he 
took the next step in his career progression, 
working as the executive editor of Business 
Insider prior to accepting his New York Times 
position.
“I’ve always looked at my career as, ‘I 
need to build the experience that I can then 
take to the next position and build upon what 
I’ve done,’” he said. “And now, I’m pulling 
all of that together into this job.”
At the Times, Hadi coordinates the 
newspaper’s business coverage online and in 
print, with an emphasis on being responsive 
to the needs of readers. It’s a newly created 
position, and his responsibilities vary daily, 
but a few months into his tenure, Hadi is 
enjoying the historic paper’s pace and reach.
“I may be working on a breaking story or 
helping on a story about Tesla one day and 
then the next day, it’s the trade war and 
President Trump and the economy, and the 
next day, it’s about the stock market,” he 
said. “That’s kept me on my toes. The im-
pact that you feel when you’re in a place like 
the Times, it’s palpable. You know people are 
reading, and you know your readers are scru-
tinizing what you write, and they’re paying 
very close attention to the language you use. 
It’s a different level of intensity, which also 
makes it exhausting. But it’s exhilarating at 
the same time.”
The resources of the Times — its ability 
and willingness to send reporters to far-off 
locales in pursuit of stories, and importantly, 
the knowledge and talent of his colleagues 
— have also wowed Hadi.
“This is a newsroom where I feel like I can 
learn a lot from the people around me, peo-
ple who have worked on Pulitzer Prize-win-
ning projects,” he said. “Every day I get to 
interact with them, I learn something about 
my profession. If I can, I want to be in the 
newsroom for the rest of my career.”
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ICEBREAKER
Hadi came to Richmond 
from Dubai, which wasn’t 
well-known among his 
classmates when he 
arrived on campus for the 
fall semester in 1994.
“I had to do a lot of 
explaining about where 
I was from, where this 
little city was,” Hadi said. 
“Sports Illustrated had 
just run this photograph 
of a golf course that’s 
there, surrounded by 
desert. So, half the 
people only understood 
because of that, but at 
least I had a reference 
that I could talk about.”
On deadline
In May, business journalist Mohammed Hadi, ’98, landed a plum assignment: 
news director of The New York Times’ Business Day section.
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Officiis enduciis ea dis nisto et ommolor sincilibus mod 
moluptat.
Obis demoluptatet latur sumqui odis et quaepudae 
intiis nest undiand issitis quasit volupta tintur andi to 
excerum re dolupta volorro viduntio. Riti doloreptas ut 
labor andis aut ipsae serum ad exped qui nonsequo ilitio 
que doloritat moles aut ommolorionem apelentiis exce-
pel essequa tations equatium vellaccae evel moluptiorest 
a verit in nit vellacerunt, odit aut fuga. Nequibus ipsam 
ipsaecatis sit ad maximoluptat etuscit, tem ea iundam 
essimaior ad moloris ciendio ruptate ndiore cust mint 
es asped quiant velique optibusa prae. Namus rersper-
ate quibus maio tem que laciissit peles es nis ex et fugia-
taqui accum faceaque modipsam quae volupta spidunt 
ant quam quide nonsedi ullaut et aut ex eatibus ipsum 
aliqui omnimus recatectore, to omnitas sitatur sumquat 
ionsequ iatque doluptae nis mil ma int et qui autemol 
uptatem. Et laborrum acipsunte volut laborporero inis 
ducitam, corepre hentiuntotas mod etur sum volliqu 
ibernat atquis dolore consed erum re volector simpori 
tintem qui del ipita quatur solorpores rem et ipsam nihi-
catem ape venimus magnis dipisim entisque imincti 
animusdandae alicil ex et audist, assinve llaboremqui 
disimolla vero que a dolorem solorumenem. Et exerem 
quuntis acepero reratus aut excepe soluptas aut resto-
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aspel magnimint a possunt aut asi blaboribus, ipiet reicit 
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que eatiasperrum quiae numqui berum que ne sit iur 
ariate opta dolorias ab iderciistium reperepudiat is est 
idebiscient est que cum et eaquas eatqui rerspit faccus 
aut as aliti dolorpore cuptaqu ident, quae miliquo eium 
quame solorep eratur, audame rem sitatem quo quam 
utecati voluptatur sinvend iassum dellibus et volore aut 
explique doluptam nulluptibus a vid quiscip iendenis as 
assin endae. Et lant.
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In the northern reaches of Jordan, approxi-
mately two kilometers from the Syrian border, 
Melissa Diamond, ’15, feels right at home. 
A self-described “citizen of the world,” 
Diamond is in the process of launching a 
new program in Irbid, Jordan, through her 
organization, A Global Voice for Autism.
“I never exactly know where I’m going to 
be, but I really like it that way,” Diamond 
said. “At this moment, I’m based in Jordan. 
But give it a few months, and I could be in 
Turkey, Syria, back in the States, England — 
I really have no idea.”
A Global Voice for Autism provides support 
for and helps decrease the stigma of autism 
in refugee communities and conflict zones 
across the globe. Along with Irbid, the orga-
nization serves Mersin, Turkey; the Pales-
tinian cities of Ramallah and Jenin; and the 
Minneapolis Somali community in Diamond’s 
home state, Minnesota. It draws on a variety 
of resources, such as parent and teacher 
cooperatives, community education, sibling 
support, and self-development by working 
closely with local communities and behavior-
al and trauma specialists.
Diamond started the nonprofit after 
traveling to Jerusalem with other Richmond 
students through the office of the chaplaincy. 
There, she met a mother and her 4-year-old 
daughter with autism. The daughter was usu-
ally locked away in their home because of the 
stigma of autism in their West Bank commu-
nity. The mother asked Diamond if she could 
help find a scholarship to receive support in 
the United States. The exchange prompted 
Diamond to think about how the life of a close 
friend of hers with autism would be different 
if she lived in another part of the world.
“That was the catalyzing moment,” Dia-
mond said. “I never set out to start an orga-
nization. It was never what I expected to do 
and sure, it’s been a lot of work, but it really 
just kind of fell into place. The highlight is to 
be able to provide support in so many ways 
to families who don’t have anywhere else to 
turn, and to see that through the relation-
ships of the community that have formed 
around this organization.”
As founder and executive director, Dia-
mond manages staffers who train parents 
and teachers to support children with au-
tism, handles partnerships with governments 
in the conflict zones, raises funds, and evalu-
ates new communities that request program-
ming, among other obligations. She’s also 
an in-demand speaker on autism, including 
appearances at the United Nations for World 
Autism Awareness Day in 2014 and 2017.
“The most powerful part of those expe-
riences has been to be able to share the 
stories of families and people who are dually 
marginalized, both as refugees and as people 
with autism and developmental disabilities, 
that so often go untold,” she said. “But you 
don’t have to be an expert to take action. And 
if you see a change that needs to be made, 
you can start by calling out that change and 
calling for people to come together around it, 
and the right people will come.”
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MAXIMIZING HER TIME
Diamond says 
Richmond’s academic 
flexibility helped her get 
A Global Voice for Autism 
off the ground.
She switched majors 
(finally designing her 
own major in peace and 
conflict) and took off two 
semesters — the first to 
launch her organization’s 
inaugural program, the 
second to participate in 
an incubator accelerator 
program for social 
entrepreneurs.
“Being able to do 
those things during my 
Richmond experience 
equipped me to run the 
organization full time 
after graduation,” 
Diamond said.
And she still graduated 
on schedule.
A voice for others
The issues that a child with autism faces are compounded when that child lives 
in a refugee camp or a conflict zone. When Melissa Diamond, ’15, realized this 
as an undergraduate, she was determined to help, even while she was still  
finishing up her studies.
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T O R S O  O F  A N  E M P E R O R ,  R O M A N 
I M P E R I A L  B Y  A M I N I M A L  S T U D I O
A Brooklyn minimalist studio’s reproduction of 
a  rst-century Roman sculpture of an emperor, 
likely Augustus, Tiberius, or Claudius. The orig-
inal 4-foot-tall marble artifact was recovered 
during a mid-19th-century dig in modern-day 
Croatia. When Sotheby’s auctioned it in 2010, 
it went for $7.3 million.P
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Yes, this is a book.
That’s the de nitive answer that Jay Do, ’20, a business major 
and art history minor, gave when asked whether this piece, called 
Orihon, is, in fact, a book.
“Absolutely,” he said. “This is a contemporary version of some-
thing traditional.”
Do was part of a spring semester class in which Jen Thomas, 
coordinator of Boatwright Library's Book Arts Studio, asked students 
to consider the nature of books. This one “uses images to tell a 
story, similar to a graphic novel or some children’s books,” she said.
Orihon’s creator is the artist and futurist Tom Burtonwood, who 
came to visit the class. He printed its  rst iteration in 2013, using 
a computer program and photographs of sculptures to create the 
technical specs. He and the class printed this copy on a 3D printer 
in Boatwright.
“As the sampler was to hip-hop, so the 3D printer is to sculpture 
and designed objects,” he wrote. “Just as blogs disrupted publish-
ing and smart phones changed communications, so 3D printing, 
scanning, and modeling will transform the world of objects and the 
services that surround them.”
OLMEC COLOSSAL HEAD 
BY PRETTY SMALL THINGS
The Olmec civilization preceded the Mayans 
and Aztecs in the Tabasco and Veracruz 
regions of what’s now Mexico. It was virtually 
unknown until the 1940s.
This  gure is a copy of a copy. The scan 
used here is based on a full-size reproduc-
tion displayed on the grounds of the Field 
Museum of Natural History in Chicago. 
The museum's reproduction is based on 
one of several colossal heads in Veracruz. 
They each stand about 10 feet tall.  HEAD OF AN OGRE BY TOM BURTONWOOD
The basis for this side of this page is 16-by-14-inch 
terra-cotta mask that is part of the Asian collection 
at the Art Institute of Chicago. The original was 
produced in China, likely in the second half of the 
eighth century.
ORIHON
The title of the book re-
fers to its accordion-style 
format. This style of book 
apparently originated 
in China and was later 
adopted in Japan. The 
book is available to 
anyone as a free, open-
source, print-on-demand 
project at thingiverse.
com/thing:110411. The 
modular hinges allow for 
printing in stages.
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Purpose 
soars 
within us.
BRIGHT MINDS COME TO THE UNIVERSITY OF RICHMOND with the expectation to exceed expectations. 
We arrive with a set of impressive traits: the ambition to challenge perceived limitations, the curiosity to 
chart the unexplored, and the determination to show the world all we can do.
Richmond’s nationally recognized programs and exemplary faculty help develop and cultivate these 
talents for the journey ahead. Whether exploring scientifi c frontiers in our labs, trading on the stock 
market, performing before sold-out audiences, or a ecting social policies across the globe, the 
University equips us to leave our mark on the world. And we know that what we do here has 
an incredible impact everywhere.
See what’s within us and the impact we make at within.richmond.edu.
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